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Readers fell in love with Cannie Shapiro, the smart, sharp-tongued, bighearted heroine of Good
in Bed who found her happy ending after her mother came out of the closet, her father fell out of
her life, and her ex-boyfriend started chronicling their ex-sex life in the pages of a national
magazine.Now Cannie's back. After her debut novel -- a fictionalized (and highly sexualized)
version of her life -- became an overnight bestseller, she dropped out of the public eye and
turned to writing science fiction under a pseudonym. She's happily married to the tall, charming
diet doctor Peter Krushelevansky and has settled into a life that she finds wonderfully
predictable -- knitting in the front row of her daughter Joy's drama rehearsals, volunteering at the
library, and taking over-forty yoga classes with her best friend Samantha.As preparations for
Joy's bat mitzvah begin, everything seems right in Cannie's world. Then Joy discovers the novel
Cannie wrote years before and suddenly finds herself faced with what she thinks is the truth
about her own conception -- the story her mother hid from her all her life. When Peter surprises
his wife by saying he wants to have a baby, the family is forced to reconsider its history, its future,
and what it means to be truly happy.Radiantly funny and disarmingly tender, with Weiner's whip-
smart dialogue and sharp observations of modern life, Certain Girls is an unforgettable story
about love, loss, and the enduring bonds of family.

“Gripping . . . A story of deep family rivalries . . . A remarkable debut.”–The New York Times Book
Review“COMPELLING . . .The immediately impressive thing about Drowning Ruth is not the
author’s talent, though that is apparent within the first few pages, but the ambitious narrative
scheme she’s devised to tell her tale.”–San Francisco Examiner & Chronicle“Schwarz pays
meticulous attention to her characters. . . . Drowning Ruth offers tender gifts–the shore, the lake,
the island, all keeping their own mysteries.”–The Washington Post Book WorldFrom the Inside
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PRECOCIOUSLY GOOD START TO A BRIGHT NEW NOVELIST?S CAREER.??The New York
Times?[A] gripping psychological thriller . . . In the winter of 1919, a young mother named
Mathilda Neumann drowns beneath the ice of a rural Wisconsin lake. The shock of her death
dramatically changes the lives of her daughter, troubled sister, and husband. . . . Told in the
voices of several of the main characters and skipping back and forth in time, the narrative
gradually and tantalizingly reveals the dark family secrets and the unsettling discoveries that
lead to the truth of what actually happened the night of the drowning. . . . Schwarz certainly
succeeds at keeping the reader engrossed.??FRANCINE PROSEUs Weekly?DEFT AND
ASSURED . . . [WITH] STRONG CHARACTERS AND A PLOT LONG ON TENSION AND
SURPRISES.??Time?A strong sense of portent and unusually vivid characters distinguish this
mesmerizing first novel about horrifying family secrets and nearly annihilating guilt. Drowning



Ruth is a complex and rewarding debut.??ANITA SHREVEAuthor of The Pilot?s Wife?
RIVETING . . . A VERY SUSPENSEFUL TALE, ONE THAT WILL KEEP READERS UP
SHIVERING IN THE NIGHT.??USA TodayFrom the Back Cover"POWERFUL . . .
SUSPENSEFUL . . . RICHLY TEXTURED . . . [A] CHILLING, PRECOCIOUSLY GOOD START
TO A BRIGHT NEW NOVELIST'S CAREER.""-The New York Times"[A] gripping psychological
thriller . . . In the winter of 1919, a young mother named Mathilda Neumann drowns beneath the
ice of a rural Wisconsin lake. The shock of her death dramatically changes the lives of her
daughter, troubled sister, and husband. . . . Told in the voices of several of the main characters
and skipping back and forth in time, the narrative gradually and tantalizingly reveals the dark
family secrets and the unsettling discoveries that lead to the truth of what actually happened the
night of the drowning. . . . Schwarz certainly succeeds at keeping the reader engrossed."-
FRANCINE PROSE" Us Weekly"DEFT AND ASSURED . . . [WITH] STRONG CHARACTERS
AND A PLOT LONG ON TENSION AND SURPRISES."-"Time"A strong sense of portent and
unusually vivid characters distinguish this mesmerizing first novel about horrifying family secrets
and nearly annihilating guilt. "Drowning Ruth is a complex and rewarding debut."-ANITA
SHREVEAuthor of "The Pilot's Wife"RIVETING . . . A VERY SUSPENSEFUL TALE, ONE THAT
WILL KEEP READERS UP SHIVERING IN THE NIGHT.""-USA TodayAbout the AuthorChristina
Schwarz grew up in Wisconsin. She and her husband live in New Hampshire, where she is at
work on her second novel.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Chapter One -
Ruth remembered drowning.“That’s impossible,” Aunt Amanda said. “It must have been a
dream.”But Ruth maintained that she had drowned, insisted on it for years, even after she should
have known better. Amanda Of course I lied to Ruth. She was only a child. What should I have
said? That her mother had been reckless? That I’d had to rescue her, give her new life, bring her
up as my own? There are things children are not meant to know.I suppose people will say it was
my fault, that if I’d not gone home that March in 1919, Mathilda, my only sister, would not be
dead. But I did go home. The way I saw it, I hadn’t any choice.“March 27, 1919.” That’s a good
place to begin. That’s what I wrote in the top right corner of the page. “Dear Mattie.” The pen
shook as I raised it, splattering ink. “March 27, 1919,” I wrote on a fresh sheet. “Dear Mattie.”In
the end, I didn’t bother to write. I knew I would be welcome. After all, Mattie had been begging
me to come home for months. And what could I say? I had no explanation. No explanation but
the truth, and I certainly didn’t want to tell that.The truth was that the hospital had asked me to
leave. Not permanently, of course.“Of course, we don’t want you to go permanently, Miss
Starkey,” Dr. Nichols said. It wasn’t clear whom he meant by “we,” since he and I were the only
ones in the office. It made me nervous know- ing there were others who had talked about me,
perhaps whispering in the hallways, ducking around corners when they saw me coming. They
probably gathered in this very office, sipped coffee, shook their heads and tut-tutted me. Who
were they?Dr. Nichols moved some papers around on his desk. He did not look at me. “When
this is over . . .” He cleared his throat. “When you’re yourself again, then we’ll reconsider.”He was
referring to my hallucinations, I believe, although it may have been the fainting or even the



accidents. He studied the desktop for a moment and then sighed, saying almost kindly, “You’ll
feel much better away from this stink, believe me.”There was a stink in the hospital. A literal stink
of gangre- nous flesh and vomit, of ammonia and burnt oatmeal and camphor, of urine and
feces. But a nurse gets used to the smells and the screams, and the sight of the men missing
pieces of themselves.And I was a brilliant nurse. I had the touch; everybody said so. The men
worshiped me. Those with faces lifted them toward me when I bent over their beds. Those with
arms held them out.I loved being an angel. But I had to give it up.Dr. Nichols had a point.
Somehow, I had lost control. One morning I woke up sure, absolutely positive, that my legs had
been sawn from my trunk, and although I quickly realized that I had only been dreaming—my
legs were right there, two ridges under the blanket—I couldn’t move them, couldn’t rise no
matter how I tried. My roommate, Eliza Fox, had to pull me out of bed. Another time, I’m
ashamed to say, I actually fainted across a soldier’s chest while giving him a sponge
bath.Several times I had to run from the wards to vomit. My insides spewed out every morning,
into bedpans and janitors’ buckets and hastily twisted newspaper cones and the snowdrift
behind the hydrangea hedge. Twice I lost the hearing in my left ear, and once I spent four hours
sitting in the stairwell, waiting for my sight to return. Syringes flew out to stab my arms; glass
vials shattered in my hands; file drawers pinched the tips of my fingers.I forgot soldiers’ names
and the purpose of errands. Three days in a row I locked myself out of the room I shared with
Eliza. And always I was so tired, so very tired, that I simply could not stay awake, no matter how
often I splashed water on my face or how much black coffee I drank. Finally, I surrendered and
fashioned myself a nest among the towels in the supply room. I slept there every afternoon from
one-thirty to two until the day Ward F ran out of soap, and Frances Patterson was sent to get
some. Altogether, I had to admit they were right—I was beginning to make a better patient than a
nurse. My body had got the better of me and could no longer be trusted. To tell the truth, I didn’t
know myself anymore.And so I agreed to go home, not to the Milwaukee boardinghouse full of
unmarried nurses where Eliza and I had carefully divided the freezing, mustard-colored room
into her side and my side, but back to the farm where I had grown up, where the snowy hills were
white as bleached linen and where my sister rocked her little girl to sleep beside the kitchen
stove while she waited for her husband to come back from the war. I knew that, at home where I
belonged, I could set myself right again.Outside the train station, I drew the city’s breath, yeasty
from the breweries and bittersweet from the chocolate factory, into my lungs and felt better
already. My grip on my bag was tight. I wasn’t late or excessively early. And now, for the first time
in weeks, I was hungry, ravenous, in fact. I went into the station and stopped at a counter to buy
myself a bag of peanuts with extra salt and a cup of coffee that didn’t burn my tongue. When I’d
finished the nuts, I was still hungry.“Would you wrap half a ham salad?” I said. “No, better make it
a whole. And some of that chicken. And maybe a piece of pie. The cherry, please.”Someone
down the counter was drinking a chocolate milkshake that looked awfully good, and I was
tempted to order one of those.“That’s what I like,” the counterman said, punching numbers into
the register, “a woman who can eat.”So I changed my mind about the milkshake. As I was paying



my bill, they called my train.“One way, miss? Goin’ home?” the conductor asked, steadying
himself with his hip along the seat in front of me.I nearly began to explain that it wasn’t right,
really, to consider it home any longer, even though legally the farm was half mine. Really it
belonged to my sister now, since she lived there, had a family there, and I was just going back
for a restorative visit because somehow my body had taken on a life of its own. I wanted to
confess that I’d been banished because I had failed as a nurse, because no one, including me,
believed that I could coax soldiers back into proper shape when I was such a mess myself. But it
isn’t in me to say such things out loud.“That’s right,” I said.He winked. “Tickets!” he bawled and
lurched away down the swaying car.Spring meant even less in the country than it did in the city
that year, and by the time we pulled up to the icy little platform in Nagawaukee, the sky was
heavy with unfallen snow. The wind bit at my face, so that I had to duck my head. I watched the
toes of my boots as I stepped down the slick platform stairs and picked my way over the snow
that drifted across the street in long pulls like taffy. My steps took me one, two, three buildings
down from the platform where I stopped at the door of Heinzelman’s Bait and Tackle—“A Dozen
Grubs for a Penny.” I went in.The bell over the door jingled, and the coals in the corner stove
gave an answering glow to the sudden draft. Then the curtains behind the counter parted, and
Mary Louise Lindgren emerged from the back room. She smiled when she saw me, beamed,
you could say, and wiped her hands on her apron front in that nervous way she had, as she
hurried toward me.“Mandy! What are you doing home?” She put her hands on my shoulders,
pressed her cheek against mine. “Ooh, you’re frozen, a block of ice!” She held her warm palms
to my face for a moment and then grabbed hold of my wrist and gave it a little tug without
pausing to let me answer her question. “Come over near the stove. I can’t believe it, just can’t
believe it’s you! I wondered—when I heard the bell—I wondered who would be coming in at this
hour, and I thought, It’s probably Harry Stoltz, but, of course, it couldn’t have been, because he’s
over in Watertown, and then I thought . . .”She would have gone on about what she’d supposed
and what she’d thought after that and what she’d done next, but I interrupted. “I’m taking a
vacation,” I said, “a rest.” It was true, in a way.“Mathilda is going to be so happy!” She frowned.
“But why didn’t she tell me? She was in here only two days ago.”“Mattie doesn’t know.”That was
all I needed to say, because she broke in immediately. “A surprise! How wonderful! And, Mandy,”
she leaned toward me and lowered her voice discreetly, though there was no one else in the
shop to hear, “I have a surprise too.” She waited until she was sure she had my full attention.
“George and I may have a little one.” She patted her apron front significantly.I didn’t know what to
say to this. Mary Louise had been pregnant every one of the five years since she and George
Lindgren had been married, and she had lost all five of those babies, each when it was several
months along. A person ought to know when to give up, I thought; a person ought not to court
disaster. At the very least, she should be wary. She should hold some of her feelings back. But
Mary Louise was incapable of reticence, and she didn’t have the advantage of scientific training,
the way I did. She always acted as if nothing could possibly go wrong, as if this child’s birth were
written in the stars, and she need only wait for the blessed event. Only her hands hovering



protectively over her belly be- trayed the worry underneath. What she thought was growing could
so easily amount to nothing at all.“It feels different this time,” she said defensively, although I
hadn’t expressed my concern.“I hope so.” Really, what else could I have said?We agreed then
that I should be on my way while there was still light. A few steps from the store, knowing she
would be watch- ing, I turned to look back. She held up her hand and, as I mirrored her, I thought
of the time when we were just alike, Mary Louise and I, both happy to be finished with school for
the day, running and sliding along this very road, scanning the tower of St. Michael’s for the
lantern light that we believed signaled the escape of a lunatic, talking about why Netty Klefstaad
wasn’t speaking to Ramona Mueller, and how we knew Bobby Weiss had cheated at spelling,
and what to do with the penny after you’d rubbed it on a wart, and sometimes singing.Of course,
that was before Mattie. By the time Mattie was old enough to go to school, Mary Louise and I
walked this same road decorously, with our books squeezed tight against our chests, but
Mathilda ran ahead, pitching herself into snowbanks, as we had once done. “Watch me,
Amanda! Watch, Mary Louise!” she’d call. Or she would linger behind to study the snowflakes
patterning her mitten and summon me back imperiously. “Mandy, look at this one! Hurry up,
before it melts!”Read more
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Praise for New York Times bestselling authorJENNIFER WEINERCertain Girls“Weiner delivers
the heartbreaking goods.”—USA Today“Warm, witty . . . Weiner’s hilarious, honest tone comes
through in both characters, allowing us to agree with Cannie’s parenting decisions, while
cringing on Joy’s behalf . . . Certain Girls is sure to please readers who want a well-written story
that makes them laugh, possibly snort, and probably cry.”—The Miami Herald“A worthy
successor . . . Weiner displays her signature wry voice and sap-free knack for capturing heartfelt
moments.”—People“Very funny and very poignant . . . [Weiner is] a smart, smart writer who
writes romantic comedies that are hilarious but with a deep river of heart that runs through all of
them.”—Jacquelyn Mitchard“Witty . . . Weiner has always been a lively writer, and her characters
brim with sharp humor and tenderness for each other . . . such smart creatures.”—Salon“Clear
your calendar and prepare to read: Cannie Shapiro is back! Weiner is a talented writer who
consistently delivers the goods. Readers will laugh and cry . . .”—Library Journal (starred
review)“Weiner is a marvelously supple writer, equally deft at comedy and tragedy, of
tenderness and hilarious one-liners.”—The Plain Dealer (Cleveland)“Heartfelt and funny . . . a
touching examination of both the touching and tragic moments that mark the mother-daughter
relationship.”—Kirkus Reviews“Weiner has a sharp wit and a masterful grasp of past and present
pop culture. Certain Girls is a witty, fun read. The characters are comfy and familiar, like your
favorite pajamas. Reading about the latest exploits of Cannie is like checking in with a friend you
haven’t talked to in a while. After a few minutes, it’s like no time has passed at all.”—The
Charlotte Observer“Weiner stands out from the pack with her lovable plus-size heroines, her
sharp wit, and great dialogue.”—Pittsburgh Post-Gazette“Chick lit grows—and so does Cannie
Shapiro—in this humorous and wise sequel to the bestselling Good in Bed. Weiner captures the
frustrations and anguish as well as the joys of raising an almost-teen girl whose sole goal in life
is to thwart her mother.”—Family Circle“A daughter’s journey through teen angst to realizations
about family, acceptance, love, and the nature of truth.”—Elle magazine’s “Elle’s Letters”
Readers’ Prize winner“Jennifer Weiner returns with a fun sequel to her bestseller Good in Bed.
Thirteen years have passed, and Cannie’s sweet little baby is now a teenage spitfire. This is a
charming study of mother-daughter relationships.”—Chicago Tribune“Angst, irony, and laughter-
through-tears abound in Jennifer Weiner’s latest novel, Certain Girls.”—Cleveland Free
Times“Certain Girls, Jennifer Weiner’s follow-up to her chick-lit classic Good in Bed, catches up
with unlikely heroine Cannie Shapiro and her now-teenage daughter, Joy, as they navigate their
way through family secrets, social hierarchies, and their own changing relationships.”—Harper’s
Bazaar“Sometimes categorized as a ‘chick lit’ writer, Weiner transcends the genre in Certain
Girls . . . It will keep you turning pages right up until the end.”—Richmond Times-
Dispatch“Weiner plays for howls and succeeds . . . She is a master observer of family dynamics,
appreciating that dysfunctional doesn’t always mean unlovable or unredeemable.”—Star Tribune
(Minneapolis)“Certain Girls is an exploration of female relationships and family relationships



that’s lighthearted, funny, and emotionally satisfying. . . .”—The Salt Lake Tribune“Weiner’s follow-
up to Good in Bed is, in a word, fantastic. You’ll laugh, you’ll cringe, you’ll cry as you follow
Cannie and her now nearly teenage daughter, Joy. Told through alternating first-person
narratives, Weiner’s tale gives mothers and daughters alike a treat to devour.”—Romantic
Times“An honest, amusing look at what defines women in various life stages. The characters
and situations in Certain Girls will resonate with readers, whether they have a daughter or have
ever been a daughter.”—The Tampa Tribune“Weiner has a knack for witty, natural-flowing
dialogue. Cannie’s tender relationship with her husband is perfectly portrayed through their
snappy, familiar banter.”—The Globe and Mail (Canada)“Fractious, funny . . . Equal parts zaftig
and Zola.”—NPRThank you for downloading this Simon & Schuster ebook.Get a FREE ebook
when you join our mailing list. Plus, get updates on new releases, deals, recommended reads,
and more from Simon & Schuster. Click below to sign up and see terms and conditions.Already
a subscriber? Provide your email again so we can register this ebook and send you more of
what you like to read. You will continue to receive exclusive offers in your inbox.For my
familySome say a parent should teach a child to swim.—The TalmudPART ONEEverybody
KnowsONEWhen I was a kid, our small-town paper published wedding announcements, with
descriptions of the ceremonies and dresses and pictures of the brides. Two of the disc jockeys at
one of the local radio stations would spend Monday morning picking through the photographs
and nominating the Bow-Wow Bride, the woman they deemed the ugliest of all the ladies who’d
taken their vows in the Philadelphia region over the weekend. The grand prize was a case of
Alpo.I heard the disc jockeys doing this on my way to school one morning—“Uh-oh, bottom of
page J-6, and yes . . . yes, I think we have a contender!” Jockey One said, and his companion
snickered and replied, “There’s not a veil big enough to hide that mess.” “Wide bride! Wide
bride!” Jockey One chanted before my mother changed the station back to NPR with an angry
flick of her wrist. After that, I became more than a little obsessed with the contest. I would pore
over the black-and-white head shots each Sunday morning as if I’d be quizzed on them later.
Was the one in the middle ugly? Worse than the one in the upper-right-hand corner? Were the
blondes always prettier than the brunettes? Did being fat automatically mean you were ugly? I’d
rate the pictures and fume about how unfair it was, how just being born with a certain face or
body could turn you into a punch line. Then I’d worry for the winner. Was the dog food actually
delivered to the couple’s door? Would they return from the honeymoon and find it there, or would
a well-meaning parent or friend try to hide it? How would the bride feel when she saw that she’d
won? How would her husband feel, knowing that he’d chosen the ugliest girl in Philadelphia on
any given weekend, to love and to cherish, until death did them part?I wasn’t sure of much back
then, but I knew that when—if—I got married, there was no way I’d put a picture in the paper. I
was pretty certain, at thirteen, that I had more in common with the bow-wows than the beautiful
brides, and I was positive that the worst thing that could happen to any woman would be winning
that contest.Now, of course, I know better. The worst thing would not be a couple of
superannuated pranksters on a ratings-challenged radio station oinking at your picture and



depositing dog food at your door. The worst thing would be if they did it to your daughter.I’m
exaggerating, of course. And I’m not really worried. I looked across the room at the dance floor,
just beginning to get crowded as the b’nai mitzvah guests dropped off their coats, feeling my
heart lift at the sight of my daughter, my beautiful girl, dancing the hora in a circle of her friends.
Joy will turn thirteen in May and is, in my own modest and completely unbiased opinion, the
loveliest girl ever born. She inherited the best things I had to offer—my olive skin, which stays tan
from early spring straight through December, and my green eyes. Then she got my ex-
boyfriend’s good looks: his straight nose and full lips, his dirty-blond hair, which, on Joy, came
out as ringlets the deep gold of clover honey. My chest plus Bruce’s skinny hips and lean legs
combined to create the kind of body I always figured was available only thanks to divine or
surgical intervention.I walked to one of the three bars set along the edges of the room and
ordered a vodka and cranberry juice from the bartender, a handsome young man looking
miserable in a ruffled pale blue polyester tuxedo shirt and bell-bottoms. At least he didn’t look as
tormented as the waitress beside him, in a mermaid costume, with seashells and fake kelp in her
hair. Todd had wanted a retro seventies theme for the party celebrating his entry into Jewish
adulthood. His twin sister, Tamsin, an aspiring marine biologist, hadn’t wanted a theme at all and
had grudgingly muttered the word “ocean” the eleventh time her mother had asked her. In
between pre-party visits to Dr. Hammermesh to have her breasts enlarged, her thighs reduced,
and the millimeters of excess flesh beneath her eyes eliminated, Shari Marmer, the twins’ mom,
had come up with a compromise. On this icy night in January, Shari and her husband, Scott,
were hosting three hundred of their nearest and dearest at the National Constitution Center to
celebrate at Studio 54 Under the Sea.I passed beneath a doorway draped with fake seaweed
and strands of dark blue beads and wandered toward the table at the room’s entrance. My place
card had my name stenciled in elaborate script on the back of a scallop shell. Said shell
contained a T&T medallion, for Tamsin and Todd. I squinted at the shell and learned that my
husband, Peter, and I would be sitting at Donna Summer. Joy hadn’t picked up her shell yet. I
peered at the whirling mass of coltish girls until I saw Joy in her knee-length dark blue dress,
performing some kind of complicated line dance, hands clapping, hips rocking. As I watched, a
boy detached himself from a cluster of his friends, crossed the room with his hands shoved in
his pockets, and said something to my daughter. Joy nodded and let him take her hand as he led
her underneath the strobe that cast cool bubbles of bluish light.My Joy, I thought as the boy
shifted his weight from foot to foot, looking like he was in desperate need of the bathroom. It isn’t
politically correct to say so, but in the real world, good looks function as a get-out-of-everything-
free card. Beauty clears your path, it smooths the way, it holds the doors open, it makes people
forgive you when your homework’s late or you bring the car home with the gas gauge on E. Joy’s
adolescence would be so much easier than mine. Except . . . except. On her last report card,
she’d gotten one A, two B’s, and two C’s instead of her usual A’s and B’s (and worlds away from
the straight A’s I’d gotten when I was her age and had more brains than friends). “She just
doesn’t seem as engaged, as present,” her teacher had said when Peter and I had gone in for



our parent-teacher conference. “Is there anything unusual going on at home?”Peter and I had
shaken our heads, unable to think of a thing—no divorce, certainly, no moves, no deaths, no
disruptions. When the teacher had folded her eyeglasses on her desk and asked about
boyfriends, I’d said, “She’s twelve.” The teacher’s smile had been more than a little pitying. “You’d
be surprised,” she said.Except I wouldn’t. Other mothers, maybe, but not me. I kept a close
watch on my daughter (too close, she’d probably say). I knew her teachers, the names of her
friends, the horrible, whiny boy singer she likes, the brand of twenty-bucks-a-bottle shampoo on
which she blows the bulk of her allowance. I know the way she struggles with reading and is a
whiz at math, and that her favorite thing in the world to do is swim in the ocean. I know that
apricots are her favorite fruit, that Tamsin and Todd are her best friends, that she worships my
little sister and is terrified of needles and bees. I’d know if anything had changed, and Joy’s life, I
explained, was the same as it had ever been. Her teacher had smiled and patted my knee. “We
see it a lot with girls her age,” she’d said, putting her glasses back on and glancing at the clock.
“Their worlds just get bigger. I’m sure she’ll be fine. She’s got involved parents and a good head
on her shoulders. We’ll just keep an eye on things.”As if I don’t do that already, I’d thought. But I’d
smiled and thanked Mrs. McMillan and promised to call with any concerns. Of course, thirty
minutes later, when I’d gone straight to the source and asked Joy whether anything was wrong,
my interrogation had been met with the shrug/eye-roll combination that is the hallmark of
adolescent girls everywhere. When I’d said, “That’s not an answer,” she’d replied, “Seventh
grade’s harder than sixth,” and opened her math book to let me know definitively that the
conversation was over.I’d wanted to call her pediatrician, a psychologist, her old speech
therapist, at the very least the school’s principal and guidance counselor. I’d made a list of
possibilities: tutoring centers and homework-help websites, support groups for parents of
premature children or kids with hearing loss. Peter had talked me out of it. “It’s one quarter of
seventh grade,” he’d argued. “All she needs is time.”Time, I thought now. I sipped my drink and
shoved the worries away. I’ve gotten good at that. At the age of forty-two, I’ve decided, ruefully,
that I’m slightly inclined toward melancholy. I don’t trust happiness. I turn it over as if it were a
glass at a flea market or a rug at a souk, looking for chipped rims or loose threads.But not Joy, I
thought as I watched my daughter shuffle back and forth with the boy’s hands on her hips,
laughing at something he’d said. Joy is fine. Joy is lovely and lucky. And in the manner of almost-
thirteen-year-olds everywhere, my daughter has no idea how lovely, or how lucky, she is.• •
•“Cannie!” Shari Marmer’s voice cut across the crowded atrium of the Constitution Center, where
guests were clustered, waiting to take their seats for dinner. I clutched my shell and my drink and
gave a halfhearted wave as she hustled over, all bright red lips and blepharoplasty, a new
diamond solitaire trapped in the Grand Canyon of her cleavage. “Yoo-hoo! Can-nie!” Shari
singsonged. I groaned inwardly as she grabbed my arm with her French manicure. When I tried
to pull away, her hand came with me and ended up lodged beneath my right breast. My
embarrassment was instant and excruciating. Shari didn’t appear to notice.“You and Peter are
sitting with us,” she said. She swept me into the dining room, where I saw thirty tables for ten



draped in aquamarine tablecloths with seashell centerpieces, topped with glittering disco
balls.“Great!” I said. Why? I wondered. Shari and Scott had relatives, grandparents, actual
friends who should have been sitting with them. And it wasn’t as if Shari and I needed to catch
up. Our kids were best friends, and even though we’d never become friends ourselves, we had
years of shared history and saw each other plenty. Just last month we’d spent an entire day
together, rehashing our latest reality-TV fixation and grating thirty pounds of potatoes for our
synagogue’s annual preschool Latkefest. Peter and I could’ve been over at Gloria Gaynor with
the Callahans, or at Barry Gibb with Marisol Chang, whom I’d loved since I’d met her ten years
ago in Music Together class.“What do you think?” Shari asked me, waving her toned, sculpted,
and possibly lipo’d arm at the room as we made our way toward the head table.“It’s fantastic,” I
said loyally. “And Tamsin and Todd did a wonderful job.”She tightened her grip on my arm. “Do
you really think so?”“They were great. You look amazing.” That, at least, was the undisputable
truth. Eight years older than me, Shari had been in advertising in New York before marriage and
motherhood. Her job now was self-maintenance, and she worked at it harder than I’d worked at
any paid employment I’d ever had. Frying potato pancakes in the synagogue’s kitchen, I’d
listened, awestruck and exhausted, as Shari had described her rounds: the personal trainer, the
yoga and pilates, the facials, the waxing, the laser treatments and the eyelash tinting, the low-
cal, low-carb meals delivered each morning to her door. It was, perhaps, the one good thing
about never having been beautiful—you didn’t have to kill yourself trying to hold on to something
you’d never had in the first place.“And the party?” Shari fretted. “It’s not too much?”“Not at all!” I
lied.Shari sighed as a gold-medallioned, Jheri-curled DJ who was a dead ringer for a pre-
incarceration Rick James led her parents to the front of the room for the blessing over the bread.
“Tamsin’s furious. She says that marine biology is a serious science, and that I’m . . .” Her
bejeweled fingers hooked into air quotes. “‘Trivializing her ambitions’ with seashell centerpieces
and mermaid costumes.” She blinked at me with her newly widened eyes. “I think the waitresses
look cute!”“Adorable,” I said.“They should,” Shari muttered. “I had to pay them extra to wear
bikinis. Something about the health code.” She towed me through the crowd, past the tables
draped in ocean-blue tablecloths, and over to Donna Summer. Of the ten people at the table, six
were family, two were me and Peter, and numbers nine and ten were the programming director
of the city’s public radio station and his wife. I waved at my husband, who was standing in the
corner, deep in conversation with a gastroenterologist of our acquaintance. Better Peter than
me, I thought, and sank into my seat.The elderly woman to my left peered at my place card, then
at my face. My heart sank. I knew what was coming. “Candace Shapiro? Not Candace Shapiro
the writer?”“Former,” I said, trying to smile as I spread my napkin over my lap. Suddenly the
gastroenterologist wasn’t looking so bad. Ah well. I supposed I should be flattered that Shari still
thought my name was worth dropping. I’d written one novel under my own name almost ten
years ago and, since then, had produced a steady stream of science fiction under a pseudonym.
The pay for sci fi was a lot worse, but anonymity turned out to suit me much better than my
fifteen minutes of fame had.My seatmate placed one spotted, shaking hand on my forearm. “You



know, dear, I’ve had a book inside me for the longest time.”“My husband’s a doctor,” I told her
gravely. “I’m sure he could help you get it out.”A puzzled look crossed the aged party’s
face.“Sorry,” I said. “What’s your idea?”“Well, it’s about a woman who gets divorced after many
years of marriage . . .”I smiled, sipped my drink, and tried to turn her synopsis into a pleasant blur
of sound. A minute later, Peter appeared at my side. I shot him a grateful smile as he took my
hand.“Excuse me,” he said to the woman. “They’re playing our song. Cannie?”I got to my feet
and followed him to the dance floor, where a few grown-up couples had worked their way in
among the kids. I waved at Joy, stretched up to plant a quick kiss on the dimple in Peter’s chin,
and leaned in to his tuxedoed chest. It took me a minute to recognize the music. “‘Do It Till You’re
Raw’ is our song?”“I had to get you out of there, so it is now,” he said.“And here I was, hoping for
something romantic.” I sighed. “You know. ‘I Had His Baby, But You Have My Heart.’” I rested my
cheek on his shoulder, then waved at Shari and Scott Marmer as they fox-trotted past us. Scott
looked euphoric, puffed up and proud of his children. His round brown eyes and his bald spot
gleamed under the disco lights, along with his cummerbund, made of the same red satin as
Shari’s gown. “Can you believe that’s going to be us this fall? I looked at Shari more closely.
“Except I probably won’t be getting my implants refreshed beforehand.”“No need,” Peter said,
and dipped me. When the song was over, I raised my hands to my hair, which felt fine, then
dropped them to my hips, encased in black velvet. I thought I looked all right. No less an
authority than my daughter had signed off on my ensemble. True, she’d done so with a less than
enthusiastic I guess it’s okay, and told me on our way into the building that if I took my shoes off
at any point in the evening and wandered around like a homeless person, she would legally
emancipate herself, which children were allowed to do these days.I wondered, the way I always
did on occasions like this, what people thought when they saw me and Peter together, and
whether it was some incredulous version of He’s married to her? Unlike poor, paunchy, balding
Scott, Peter was tall and lean, and had only gotten better-looking as the years had progressed.
Sadly, unlike the surgically improved Shari Marmer, the same could not be said of me. Ah, well, I
thought. I should look on the bright side. Maybe they all assumed that I had the flexibility of a
nineteen-year-old Romanian gymnast and the imagination of a porn star and could do all
manner of crazy stuff in bed.I squared my shoulders and lifted my head as the DJ played “Lady
in Red” and Peter took me in his arms again. I was determined to be a good role model, to set a
good example for my daughter, to be judged on the content of my character as opposed to the
size of my thighs. And if I was going to be judged by the size of my thighs, let the word go out
that I was actually an impressive seven pounds thinner than I was when I’d gotten married,
thanks to an indescribably hellish six weeks on the Atkins Diet. Plus, except for a touch of
arthritis and the occasional back spasm, I was disgustingly healthy, while Peter was the one
who’d inherited a cholesterol problem that he had to treat with three separate medications.I
looked up to find him staring at me, his forehead slightly furrowed, eyes intent.“What is it?” I
asked hopefully. “Do you wanna go make out in a stairwell?”“Let’s take a walk.” He snagged a
few beef satay sticks and a plate from a passing waiter, added some raw vegetables and



crackers, and led me up the staircase to the Signers’ Hall, with life-size statues of the men who’d
signed the Constitution.I leaned against Ben Franklin and took a look around. “You know what?
Our country was founded by a bunch of short, short men.”“Better nutrition these days,” said
Peter, setting his plate on a cocktail table by the railing and giving John Witherspoon a friendly
slap on the back. “It’s the secret to everything. And you’re wearing heels.”I pointed at George
Washington. “Well, so is he. Hey, did Ben Franklin have VD, or was that someone else?”“Cannie,”
Peter said soberly. “We are in the presence of great men. Molded bronze replicas of great men.
And you have to bring up venereal disease?”I squinted at Ben’s biography, on a small
rectangular plaque on the back of his chair. It made no mention of any nasty souvenirs he might
have picked up during his years in Paris. History was a whitewash, I thought, crossing the floor
and leaning over the railing to look down at the hired dancers, gyrating wildly as a specially
constructed Studio 54 emblem descended from the ceiling (instead of sniffing cocaine, the man
on the moon appeared to be reading from the Torah). “This party is insane,” I said.“I’ve been
thinking about something,” Peter said, looking at me steadily over George Washington’s wig.I
hoisted myself up onto the stool in front of our cocktail table. “Joy’s party?” Our daughter’s bat
mitzvah, and the party that would follow, were many months away but had already emerged as a
hot topic around our house.“Not that.” He took the seat across from me and looked at me
sweetly, almost shyly, from underneath his long eyelashes.“Are you dying?” I inquired. Then I
asked, “Can I have your beef stick?”Peter exhaled. His brown eyes crinkled in the corners and
his teeth flashed briefly as he struggled not to smile.“Those weren’t related questions. I’m very
sympathetic,” I assured him. “I’m just also very hungry. But don’t worry. I’ll do the whole devoted-
wife-of-many-years thing. Hold your hand, sleep by your bedside, have your body stuffed and
mounted, whatever you like.”“Viking funeral,” Peter said. “You know I want a Viking funeral. With
flaming arrows and Wyclef Jean singing ‘Many Rivers to Cross.’”“Right right right,” I said. I had an
entire file on my laptop labeled “Peter’s Demise.” “If Wyclef’s busy, should I try for Pras?”Peter
shrugged. “He could use the work, I guess.”“Well, you think it over. I really don’t want you
haunting me from beyond the grave because I hired the wrong Fugee. And do you want the
music before or after they set your corpse on fire?”“Before,” he said, reclaiming his plate. “Once
you light a corpse on fire, it’s all downhill from there.” He munched ruminatively on a carrot stick.
“Maybe I could lie in state at the Apollo. Like James Brown.”“You might have to release an album
first, but I’ll see what I can do. I know people. So what’s up?” I raised my eyebrow in a knowing
manner. “Do you want a threesome?”“No, I don’t want a threesome!” he boomed. Peter has a
very deep voice. It tends to carry. The three women in strapless gowns who’d wandered into the
hall, presumably for some fresh air, stared at us. I gave them a sympathetic shrug and mouthed,
Sorry.“I want . . .” He lowered his voice and stared at me, his dark brown eyes intent. Even with all
the little businesses of ten years of marriage between us, the conversations about when to get
the roof fixed and where to send Joy for summer camp, his gaze could still melt me and make
me wish we were somewhere all alone . . . and that I really was as limber as a Romanian
gymnast.“I want to have a baby,” Peter said.“You want . . .” I felt my heart start pounding, and my



velvet dress suddenly felt too tight. “Huh. Didn’t see that coming. Really?”He nodded. “I want us
to have a baby together.”“Okay,” I said slowly. This was not the first time the possibility of a baby
had come up over the course of our marriage. There’d be a story about some talk-show host or
country singer on the news, the proud mother of twins or triplets “born with the help of a
surrogate,” an expression that always made me roll my eyes. It would be like me saying that the
oil in my car had been “changed with the help of a mechanic,” as if I had something to do with it
other than paying the bill. But if we were going to have a baby who was biologically our own,
there’d need to be a third party involved. Joy had been born two months early, via emergency C-
section, which had been followed by an emergency hysterectomy. There’d be no more babies for
me. Peter knew this, of course, and even though he’d pointed out the pieces about surrogates,
he’d never pushed it.Now, though, it looked like he was ready to push. “I’m fifty-one,” he said.I
turned away and read out loud from James McHenry’s plaque: “‘Physician, military aide, and
politician.’ And a very sharp dresser.”Peter ignored me. “I’m getting older. Joy’s growing up. And
there might be possibilities. You might have viable eggs.”I batted my eyelashes. “That is, hands
down, the most romantic thing you’ve ever said to me.”Peter took my hand, and his face was so
open, so hopeful, so familiar and dear that I was sick with regret that my one shot at natural
motherhood had come via my stoned jerk of an ex-boyfriend instead of with my husband. “Don’t
you ever think about it?” he asked.My eyelids started to prickle. “Well . . .” I shook my head and
swallowed hard. “You know. Sometimes.” Obviously I’d wondered. I’d daydreamed about a baby
we’d make together, a sober little boy who’d look like Peter, with flashes of his dry humor, like
heat lightning in the summer sky; one perfect little boy to go along with my perfect girl. But it was
like dreaming about being in the Supremes, or winning a marathon, or, in my case, running a
marathon: a fantasy for a lazy afternoon in the hammock, something to mull over while stuck on
a runway or driving on the turnpike, nothing that would ever really happen.“We’re so happy now,”
I said. “We have each other. We have Joy. And Joy needs us.”“She’s growing up,” he said gently.
“Our job now is to let her go.”I freed my hand and turned away. Technically, it was true. With any
other going-on-thirteen-year-old, I’d agree unconditionally. But Joy was a different story. She
needed special attention because of who she was, the things she struggled with—her hearing,
her reading—and because of who I’d been.“Our lives are wonderful, but everything’s the same,”
he continued. “We live in the same house, we see the same people, we go to the Jersey shore
every summer—”“You like it there!”“Things are good,” he said. “But maybe they could be even
better. It wouldn’t kill us to try something new.”“Back to threesomes,” I said, half to myself.“I think
we should at least take a look. See what’s what.” He pulled a business card out of his wallet and
handed it to me. Dr. Stanley Neville, reproductive endocrinologist, offices on Spruce Street—in
the same building, I noted ruefully, as the doctor who treated my recently diagnosed arthritis. “He
can do an ultrasound of your ovaries.”“Good times,” I said, and gave him back the card. I thought
of our lives, perfectly arranged, the three of us safe, cocooned from the world. My garden, after
ten years of attention, was in full flower, with espaliered roses climbing the brick walls,
hydrangeas with blue and violet blossoms as big as babies’ heads. My house was just the way



I’d always wanted it. Last month, seven years of searching had finally yielded the perfect green-
and-gold antique grandfather clock that sat on top of the staircase and melodically bing-bonged
the hours. Everything except for the tiny and no doubt fixable matter of Joy’s grades was
perfect.Peter touched my shoulder. “Whatever happens, whether this works out or not, our life is
good just the way it is. I’m happy. You know that, don’t you?”Beneath us, a parade of waiters and
waitresses, in their bodysuits and bikinis, exited the kitchen bearing salad plates. I nodded. My
eyelids were still burning, and there was a lump in my throat, but I wasn’t about to start bawling in
the middle of the Constitution Center. I could only imagine the gossip that would start if Shari got
wind of it. “Okay,” I said.“Candace,” he said fondly. “Please don’t look so worried.”“I’m not
worried,” I lied. He handed me his plate, but for one of the rare times in recent memory, I wasn’t
hungry at all. So I set it back on the table and followed him down the stairs, past the windows
and the moon hanging high in the sky, flooding the lawn with its silvery light.TWOTodd plopped
himself down on my bed and stared at me eagerly. “So what were you guys doing in there?” he
asked.I pulled the bobby pins out of my hair, letting my curls tumble around my shoulders,
smiling without saying a word.“We’re your best friends,” Todd pleaded. “James is our cousin. We
can give you inside information. I think he’s a hottie.”Tamsin, in her sleeping bag on the floor,
pursed her lips and noisily flipped the page of her book. Todd was still wearing his suit, but his
sister had gotten out of her dress the minute my bedroom door was closed, and looked much
happier in her Lord of the Rings nightshirt and her sweatpants, with her face scrubbed clean of
the makeup her mother had made her wear and her freckles back in full force on her nose.“We
didn’t do anything,” I lied as Frenchelle, my dog, hopped onto my bed and curled up like a
Danish at my feet. The truth was, I’d danced with Todd and Tamsin’s fifteen-year-old cousin,
James, three times. Then James had offered me a sip of his drink, which had turned out to be a
whiskey sour that his older brother had given him, and I’d said okay to that, too. Then he’d taken
me into the darkened auditorium where they do the “Freedom Rising” multimedia presentation
and pressed me against the carpeted wall, and we’d stood there in the darkness, him in his shirt
and tie and me with his jacket draped over my shoulders, kissing like something out of a movie,
or at least a music video. I’d worried a little when he started rubbing himself up and down against
me, but when he put his hand on my breast, I just moved it away, and when he didn’t put it back,
I let myself relax. It was so dark in the auditorium that I could pretend he was anybody. At first I’d
pretended that he was Dustin Tull the singer, and that had been good, and then I’d pretended
that he was Duncan Brodkey, my crush from school, and that was even better, standing there in
the darkness with James’s thin lips pressing against mine so hard that I could feel the bumps of
his teeth.You’re so hot, he’d murmured in my ear, and that was the best thing of all, because I
thought he believed it: that in that dress, for that night, it might actually have been true. Then one
of James’s hands had slid back to my chest, and he’d pinched me too hard. I’d pushed him away
and said, I don’t think so, in a scornful, almost snotty voice, and I had sounded exactly like Taryn
Tupping, who is actually hot and the star of The Girls’ Room on TV. It was just the kind of thing
she’d say to a boy who’d gone too far, the exact words and tone that a real hot girl would use.



James had stepped away from me immediately, and I thought he’d look angry, but he just looked
as if it was what he expected—as if that was how hot girls were supposed to behave.“Spill, spill!”
Todd chanted. I blushed, remembering it: the feeling of James’s lips and his hands, and that
respectful look on his face. But I didn’t want to say anything because Tamsin hadn’t kissed
anyone yet, and if I did tell, Todd would pass the story along to everyone, probably starting with
his mother.Frenchelle turned in a circle, then curled up again and started snoring as my mother
made her way slowly up the stairs. I rolled over, hiding my face in my pillow as she paused, the
way she always did, to admire the clock at the top of the staircase. “Shh,” I said. “It’s her.”The
three of us lay there, the silence broken only by the sound of Tamsin clicking her retainer in and
out of her mouth, until I heard my mother turn around and head toward her bedroom. I rolled onto
my back, stared at the ceiling, and began my litany. “Reasons I cannot stand my mother: one
through ten.”“Here we go,” Tamsin muttered.“ ’Scuse me,” said Todd, carrying his pajamas to the
bathroom.I ignored them both. “One: her boobs.”“They’re not that bad,” Tamsin said without
looking up from the copy of Ghost World I’d gotten her for Chanukah, to replace the one she’d
read until it had fallen apart. Todd came back in, barefoot in striped seersucker pajamas,
smelling like benzoyl peroxide and mint toothpaste, his dark brown hair brushed up from his
forehead, his lips and nose and the arch of his eyebrows identical to his sister’s. Even though
he’s not into girls except as friends, this would probably be the last time Todd would be allowed
to sleep over—Today I am a man, he’d said, making a face—but there was going to be a brunch
at the Marmers’ house the next morning. The caterers would arrive at six, and Mrs. Marmer had
decided that the benefits of the twins getting a good night’s rest outweighed the risks of a mixed-
sex sleepover. “They’re just . . . you know.” Tamsin rolled onto her side. “Big.”I sighed. Todd and
Tamsin have been my best friends since kindergarten. We met the day Matthew Swatner started
teasing me because of my hearing aids and calling me Machinehead. The two of them had
plopped themselves down beside me at the sand table—Tamsin with her hair in pigtails tied with
red ribbons, Todd in a red baseball cap—and told Matthew to leave me alone. Then Todd had
given me his baseball cap to wear, and Tamsin had tied one of her ribbons around my wrist, and
at snack time they’d sat on either side of me, glaring at Matthew, at anyone who stared. Your own
personal Fruits of Islam, my mother had said when she’d seen them. I still don’t know what she
meant by that, but I know for sure that even after all our years together, Tamsin and Todd still
don’t get the deal of my mom.“Her chest is ridiculous,” I said. “Do you know what size bra she
wears? Thirty-six G.”“G?” Todd repeated. “Is that a real size?”“Sort of. She has to order them
online because the regular store doesn’t have them.”“Wow,” said Tamsin, but she sounded
respectful, not horrified, the way I’d been when I’d seen the tag on my mother’s bra.“And she
always wears clothes where you can see her chest!” I shook my head. “But that’s probably not
her fault. I mean, what’s she going to wear so you can’t see her chest?” I stared at the ceiling and
told my friends the worst part. “And now I’m getting them, too.”“You’re lucky,” Tamsin said, looking
up from her book to gaze unhappily at her own chest. “Guys love big boobs.”“Which is why our
mom bought hers,” Todd said.“She says I can get implants, too, when I’m sixteen,” said Tamsin.



“As if.”I flushed, thinking of James again, who hadn’t seemed bothered by my chest. “Amber
Gross doesn’t have big boobs,” I said. “Amber Gross barely has any boobs at all.”“Yeah, but she’s
Amber Gross.” Out loud, it sounded stupid, but I knew exactly what Tamsin meant. In spite of her
last name, which you’d think would be an automatic disqualifier, Amber Gross is the most
popular girl in our grade. Amber Gross has chestnut-brown hair, straight and shiny as a satin
curtain, and a twinkly smile that would make you think her braces are jewelry she had
commissioned for her teeth. No zit would ever dare deface her skin. Her body is tiny and perfect,
and her clothes are tiny and perfect, and she is going out with Martin Baker, who’s on the J.V.
soccer team even though he’s only a seventh-grader. Best of all, most important, Amber can talk
to anybody, parents or teachers or boys, and everything that comes out of her mouth—the words
and the sound of the words—is always just right.I am the anti-Amber, the girl whose face you’d
skip right over, the one who stands in the back row of class pictures, slouching, looking away;
the one who smiles and nods at things she can’t quite hear and hopes that will be good enough.
I never know the right thing to say, not even in my own head, and half the time, if I do manage to
say something, people ask me to speak up or repeat myself, because my voice is so low and
gravelly and strange-sounding that they can’t hear me or understand what I’m saying.I used to
think that I was special—special in a good way, like my mother used to tell me. I remember being
maybe three or four, in my speech therapist’s office, feeling my mother’s fingers against my chin
as she gently moved my face so I was looking at her lips in the mirror. Watch me, Joy. I was born
premature, with mild hearing loss in one ear and moderate loss in the other, so it took me longer
to talk than most kids. In nursery school, I’d get frustrated when people couldn’t understand me.
I’d scream, throw things, hurl myself onto the ABC carpet and pound it with my feet and fists. My
mother came to school with me every day. She never got mad at me or lost her patience. She’d
wait until I stopped crying. She’d wipe my face and give me apple juice in a sippie cup and lead
me over to the easels or the Story Corner, where she’d settle me in her lap and read me a book.
At home, we’d practice in front of the mirror, her eyes on my eyes and her fingers on my chin.
You’re doing so well! You’re doing just great! Say “mmm.” She’d sit with me in her lap, pressing
one of my hands against my throat so I could feel the sound’s vibration, and my other hand on
my lips, so I could feel the air streaming out of my nose. Say “mmm.” Say “mmm.” Say
“Mama.”We’d walk home together at lunchtime, and if it had been a hard day, I would get a treat.
We’d go to Pearl Art Supplies for water-color paint or new buttons, or to Rita’s for water ice when
it was warm, and my mother would scoop me into her arms and say that she was so proud, that I
was so special. It has taken me all of this time to learn that I’m really not. The only reason anyone
in the real world thinks I’m special is because of my hearing aids and my weird voice and
because once, a long time ago, my mother wrote a book.“Can I go now?” asked Tamsin. She
had one hand curled around Ghost World, her finger marking her place.“I’m only on two. Two,” I
said. “She and my father are disgusting.” They laugh together all the time. They kiss when they
think I’m not watching. They speak a private language, one made up of all the movies and TV
shows they’ve seen and the magazines they’ve read. One of them will say something like “Can’t



we all just get along?” or “Lewis Lapham has gone too far this time,” and the other one will start
laughing. “Who is Lewis Lapham? What’s so funny about a sweatshirt that just says ‘College’?”
I’ll ask, and they’ll try to explain, but it’s like when I was little again: Even though I can hear the
words, they don’t come together in a way that makes sense.“My turn,” said Tamsin. She sat up
and piled her hair into a knot on top of her head. “Um . . .”I turned away. If Tamsin could find even
one thing she didn’t like about her mother, I would be shocked. Mrs. Marmer has a normal-size
chest—or at least she did before the implants. Tamsin and Todd’s father is her husband, not an
old boyfriend who got Mrs. Marmer pregnant and never even married her.But the best thing
about Mrs. Marmer is that she leaves her kids alone. Last month she was twenty minutes late to
the all-school holiday musical. Tamsin, who was sitting next to me and checking the time on her
cell phone every thirty seconds, glared as her mom came tiptoeing in right in the middle of
Todd’s first solo, one hand pressed to her mouth, flimsy rubber flip-flops slapping against the
auditorium floor. Traffic, she mouthed, easing herself into the seat next to Tamsin. “I’m so sorry,
baby, did I miss much?” My mom was sitting on my other side, and I saw her lips tighten as she
took in Mrs. Marmer’s flip-flops and bright coral toenails. My mom’s face relaxed when she saw
me looking, and she shrugged. “Things happen,” she whispered while Tamsin flipped her cell
phone shut, pressing her lips together.I thought that I’d never been so jealous of my friends. My
mother would never, ever forget me. Not even for twenty minutes. Probably not even for twenty
seconds. I am the main topic of interest in her life. She drops me off at school every morning
(every other kid in my class walks or takes the bus), and every afternoon, as soon as the last bell
rings, her minivan (chosen because Consumers Digest rated it the safest car on the market) is
first in line to pick me up. When I have swim practice or show choir rehearsal, she waits for me,
sitting in the bleachers or the auditorium, knitting or tapping away on her laptop. She’s the
president of the home/school association, and my room mother, and she’s always the first one to
volunteer to bring the cut-up fruit and sports drink to the meets, or host the cast parties after the
shows, or push a book into my hand, something about Terabithia or Narnia, something by Philip
Pullman or Roald Dahl. Ooh, Joy, you’re going to love this one; it was my favorite when I was
your age!She’s with me almost every minute of the day when I’m not in class, watching me like
she’s waiting for me to throw my sippie cup across the floor and start kicking the carpet, to need
her again, the way I did when I was three. And when she’s not with me, she’s thinking about me,
planning some kind of mother-daughter activity or knitting me something I don’t need (another
scarf, another sweater, another pair of mittens), buying me yet another book that I’ll just leave on
my bookshelf or installing special safety locks on my bedroom window because once, before I
was born, some rock star’s kid fell out of a window (I looked it up online and found out that the
window was on the fifty-third floor of a high-rise in New York City, and the kid was four, but even
after I’d explained all of that to my mother, she still had the safety locks installed).“Our mom
makes terrible school lunches,” Tamsin finally managed.“The worst,” Todd said, nodding. I tried
to sound sympathetic, but I was thinking that I’d trade a soggy cream-cheese-and-olive
sandwich or a leftover low-carb burrito any day of the week if I’d get Mrs. Marmer instead of a



mother who never left me alone. She doesn’t hold my chin anymore, but sometimes I think I can
still feel her fingers on my face. As soon as I get into the car after school, it starts: How was your
day? How was school? Can I get you a snack? Want to help me make dinner? Can I pick you up
anything at the supermarket? Do you need any help with your homework? until I just want to
scream, Leave me alone, leave me alone, I can’t breathe with you this close to me!, but I can’t,
because if I do, she will look at me like I slapped her or stuck a knife in her tire or did something
else on purpose, just to hurt her.I adjusted my pillow, half listening to Tamsin and Todd describe
the latest horror they’d pulled out of their lunch bags (“She thought she was being this great
mother for buying the all-natural peanut butter that’s all oily on top, but I don’t even like peanut
butter, and then she didn’t even stir it, so I was, like, eating a grease sandwich”), staring at the
glow-in-the-dark stars my mother and I had pasted to the ceiling when I was little, a long time
ago.“Shh,” I said as I heard my mother’s footsteps approaching. I turned out the lights, and the
three of us lay in the darkness. Tamsin clicked her retainer in and out of her mouth and picked up
her book and tried to read it by the light of the digital clock, and I whispered for her to be quiet
and put it away. Frenchie grumbled in her sleep. The numbers on the clock changed from 12:45
to 12:46.“Why does she do this?” Todd wondered.“She just loves me so much,” I said. I’d meant
for it to come out sarcastic, but instead it just sounded pathetic, and weak, and worst of all,
true.At 12:57, the door creaked open. I made sure my hair was over my ears so that my mom
wouldn’t see my hearing aids and know that we’d been talking, and I held my breath, hoping that
Tamsin wouldn’t start with her retainer and give us away. My mother approached the bed and
stood there for a moment, not touching me but looking down, the way she did every single night
of my life, standing in the dark, listening to me breathe. When she turned toward the window, I
opened my eyes a crack, and I could see her in the lamplight, her secret face, the one she
shows only to me.THREE“He wants . . . to have . . . a baby.”“That bastard,” said Samantha from
the yoga mat beside me. “Okay, wait. Who are we talking about?”I smiled. My best friend had
been having a rough few months, guywise, that had culminated in a painful breakup with her
latest beau. During what Sam delicately called “an intimate moment,” he’d grabbed some lotion
from the bedside table and wound up slathering her breasts and his business with her five-
hundred-dollar-an-ounce anti-wrinkle cream. Sam had been furious, and her gentleman caller
had been furious that she’d been furious (“What? You’re saying I’m not worth it!” he’d shouted,
and she’d informed him that no man was worth five hundred dollars per session, plus the time
she’d have to spend on the Cellex-C waiting list to get more).“Peter. My husband,” I said. “Guy I
married? Tall, dark hair? Bought me a Roomba for my birthday?” I lowered my voice. Linda
Larson was two rows ahead of us; Linda, with the body of a nineteen-year-old starlet and the
ears of a CIA snoop. “My husband, Peter, wants to have a baby.”“Oh my,” Samantha said. She
shook her rich, glossy hair and adjusted her headband, then her pigeon pose.I gave up on my
own pigeon and rolled from my hands and knees onto the forgiving floor. Sam, meanwhile, had
eased into downward dog, then, in one ridiculously fluid movement, rolled into a shoulder stand.
It was six o’clock on Tuesday night, and we were at Yoga Child on South Street for Over Forty



Yoga. I’d signed us up in September, optimistically picturing a class full of stooped-over grannies
with walkers and osteoporosis who’d complain about their hot flashes in between the chants.
How wrong I’d been. Our group was comprised of eight fit, firm babes in black stretchy yoga
pants, none of whom—Sam and Linda included—appeared to be over thirty-five, and me, in
extra-large blue sweatpants and a Philadelphia Academy T-shirt, looking every year of my age,
trying, and mostly failing, to keep up.“So what are you going to do?” asked Sam.“Hang . . . on,” I
huffed, heaving myself into an epically clumsy downward dog. The room smelled like oranges
and beeswax candles and competing perfumes. Sam flipped onto her belly, pushed up into a
baby cobra, and swiveled her long neck so she could look at me.“Peter made me an
appointment. I’m supposed to find out if I have viable eggs,” I whispered. “And then find a
surrogate, I guess.”Sam looked horrified. “Cannie, I love you like a sister, but I hope you’re not
going to ask me what I think you’re going to ask me. Get your mind off my vagina!”“It’d be your
uterus, actually,” I whispered back.“Either way, it ain’t happening.”Ashleigh, our instructor, looked
at us sternly. “Let’s all move into happy baby,” she said in her low, soothing voice.“God, I hate it
when yoga becomes ironic,” I muttered as we shifted onto our backs and grabbed our feet,
pulling our knees to our chests.“Do you even want another baby?” Sam asked.“Not sure.”
Babies. How could I think about babies when Joy was already talking about her bat mitzvah
party, and I was buying my Tylenol in the easy-to-open bottles with the warning printed in big,
easy-to-read letters on the side? “I’m old.”“Oh, you are not,” said Sam loyally (and a bit
defensively—she’s six months older than I am).“Forty-two is too old to be doing three A.M.
feedings.”“Madonna did it,” Sam offered.“Madonna isn’t human,” I replied.At Ashleigh’s
instructions, we lowered our legs to the floor, let our arms fall heavily to our sides, breathed
through five minutes of shivasana, then sat cross-legged for the final meditation.“You could hire
someone,” Sam offered. “Like a wet nurse.” Ashleigh frowned at us again. “Wet nurse” didn’t
sound even vaguely like om shanti shanti. Sam pressed her hands together in front of her chest.
“They’re bound to come back. Everything else has. Anyhow, wet nurses aren’t the point. The
point is, do you really want another baby?”I sat up, pressed my clasped hands against my heart,
and nodded namasté at Ashleigh. “It’s something I’m not unwilling to consider,” I finally
said.“You’ve been hanging around too many lawyers,” Sam said.I shook my head. “Only you. And
it might not even matter. My eggs are probably funky.”We rolled up our mats while Ashleigh
stood at the doorway, bidding each of us a serene Zen farewell. We dropped our blocks and
straps into the basket by the door, then sat on the futon in the foyer to pull on our boots and our
jackets. I was wearing a wool hat with earflaps that I’d knitted myself, a matching scarf, and a
puffy fuchsia down coat that made me, by my own charitable assessment, about the size of a
compact car. Sam had on a gorgeous red cashmere poncho, trimmed with red and orange
angora pom-poms. If I wore that, I thought, I’d look like an erupting volcano.We crossed snow-
lined South Street to the coffee shop, where it had become our tradition to follow yoga class with
double-shot lattes. Inside, I hung my coat on the back of a chair while Sam doctored her drink
with cinnamon and nutmeg. A little brother or sister for Joy, I thought. A baby with Peter’s brown



hair and his dark eyes, his slow, thoughtful manner, and nothing at all of my ex-boyfriend, Bruce
Guberman, who’d celebrated Joy’s birth by taking a two-year vacation to Amsterdam, where, I
can only assume, he devoted himself to the noble goal of smoking his body weight in marijuana.I
grow old, I grow old, I thought as Sam sat down with a chocolate-dipped biscotti in her hand and
a wicked gleam in her eye.“The thing is, Joy’s in trouble,” I blurted.Sam looked surprised.
“What?”“She got a C in English.”Sam’s expression shifted from surprise to bemusement.“Okay, I
know, no big deal, but every time I ask her about it, she ignores me. She talks to me like she’s
being charged by the word, and she looks at me like I smell bad.”“Puberty,” Sam pronounced,
dipping her biscotti into her latte.“Already?” I thought back to Joy’s teacher asking if she had a
boyfriend, and how swiftly I’d dismissed the very notion.“It’s the hormones in the milk,” Sam said.
“60 Minutes did a special. Little eight-year-olds in Texas with tampons in their lunch boxes.”I
shuddered. “Joy hasn’t gotten her period.” At least she hadn’t said anything about it. And if she
had gotten her period, she’d have told me, I thought—even as a twinge of unease worked its way
up my spine and I wondered whether it was true. “And what about her grades?”“I wouldn’t worry
too much,” Sam said. “It’s not like she’s flunking out, and it’s seventh grade, not high school.
She’s probably got a crush or something.”“It’s a phase, right?” I fretted. “I hated my mother. You
hated your mother.”“Still do,” Sam said cheerfully. “Which leads us to this week’s adventures.”
She reached into her crocodile bowling bag and extracted a manila folder. “Okay,” she said,
passing the first page across the table. I looked down at the face of a middle-aged man with
thick glasses and thinning hair. His eyes were a watery blue. His smile was an anxious grimace.
His biography said that he was forty-seven, divorced, a Reform Jew who attended synagogue
on the high holidays, the noncustodial parent of a fifteen-year-old, with a master’s degree in
urban planning and a penchant for sushi and sunsets. His online handle was Mark the
Mensch.“Mark the Mensch?” I tried to keep my tone neutral, but my face must have revealed my
horror. “He looks . . .” I studied his picture, his biography, the parameters he’d set for his ideal
date. “I don’t know. Maybe not a good match for you?”“I am not looking for perfect,” said Sam,
sliding another sheaf of papers across the table. “I’m looking for acceptable.” She sighed.
“Actually I would take a Jew with a pulse at this point.”“The wedding?” I asked.“What
else?”Sam’s brother, who’d been born Alan and now called himself Avram, was marrying
Hannah, born Heather, in August in an Orthodox ceremony in Pittsburgh (“August in Pittsburgh,”
said Sam. “It’s just like April in Paris. Only not”). Upon receiving the news, Samantha—who’d
endured so many disastrous blind dates, first dates, group dates, and speed dates that she’d
finally bought herself a state-of-the-art vibrator and sworn off men forever—had gone running
straight to the Internet, investing five hundred dollars in a Star of David–level membership at
AJew4U.com and spending hours downloading profiles of the as-yet-unchosen Chosen People.
Never mind that, as I’d pointed out, at an Orthodox wedding the men and women wouldn’t even
get to dance together and would most likely spend the service and most of the reception in
separate rooms. “I’m not looking for love,” Sam told me. “I’m not looking for a relationship. I just
need one man, for one night, so my mother won’t hassle me. Is that so hard?”Turns out, it was.



Or at least AJew4U.com had failed to yield any prospects so far. But Sam wasn’t giving up.“What
about this guy?” I said, flipping past Mark to the next prospect.Sam barely spared him a glance.
“Forget it,” she said. “He’s Canadian.”I studied the profile. “He lives in Collingswood, New
Jersey.”“Born in Manitoba,” Sam said, pointing at the bio. “Once a Canadian, always a
Canadian.”“Now, Samantha,” I said. “I went there on my book tour, remember? It’s a lovely
country, and everyone was very friendly. There’s nothing wrong with—”“Fake country,” she
interrupted. “Fake country with fake holidays. Do you really want me to have to celebrate
Thanksgiving three weeks after everybody else?”“I think it’d actually be six weeks
before.”“Canadian Thanksgiving,” she sneered. “They didn’t even have pilgrims and Indians
there. Whatever. Here,” she said, leaning across the table so that one of her pom-poms dangled
dangerously close to my coffee. “Look at him.”I looked. The man in the picture was bald and
beaming, and . . . “Seventy?” I squinted at the small print, certain that I’d read it wrong, then at
Sam, who shrugged.“Seventy’s the new sixty. Sixty’s the new forty-five. There was a story about
it in the Times.”“Gah!”“Oh, don’t be ageist,” she snapped.“He’s old enough to be your father!” I
crumpled up the page, but not before accidentally learning that Grandpa’s screen name was
Sexy Septuagenarian. “Gah!” I said again.“You know what would be weird?” Sam asked. “What if
your father showed up on one of these websites?”“Gah!” I said for the third time—only this time
my horror wasn’t feigned. “Anyhow, he’s married.”“Oh,” said Sam, “and these guys aren’t?”I
shook my head. I’d seen my father only twice in the last fourteen years, and as far as I knew, he
was still living in Los Angeles, still married to the much younger dental hygienist with whom he’d
had two kids (I’d met them all for the first and only time when he brought them to my college
graduation, less out of a desire to see me than because of Princeton’s proximity to Sesame
Place). I try not to think about him. Most of the time I don’t. “That would be weirder than you
dating a seventy-year-old?”“Fuck you, Smug Married,” she said. “Besides, he told me he wasn’t
interested.”“Wait. Wait.” This was too much. “You propositioned a seventy-year-old?”“Walter,”
said Sam.“And Walter turned you down?”She sighed, dropped her head, and nodded. When she
looked up, her eyes were sparkling, not with excitement but with rage. “Do you think we could
figure out a way to short-circuit someone’s pacemaker by remote?”“What’d he say?”“That he
was only dating eights and above, and from my picture, I looked like a seven.”“Oh my God. Are
you kidding? What picture are you using?”“Brooke,” said Sam.I groaned. Sam was beautiful, but
as she’d waded into the waters of online dating, she’d become increasingly and alarmingly
insecure. After her first nibble-free week on AJew4U, she’d found a candid shot of Brooke
Shields exiting a friend’s baby shower on Us magazine’s website. Then, using technologies I had
no idea she’d mastered, she downloaded the picture, Photoshopped in her own eyebrows (“So
it’s not a total lie”), and posted it, without shame or fear of repercussion, underneath her screen
name, SassySam.“Ouch,” I said, and shook my head. “Poor Brooke.”“Poor Brooke nothing,”
Samantha said. “She’s married, remember? Married twice. Goddamn double-dipper.” She glared
at the table. “I hate them worse than Canadians.”“Can I ask you a question?” I waited for her nod,
then said, “What are you going to do when one of these guys meets you and notices that you’re,



um . . .” There was no delicate way to put it. “Not Brooke Shields?”“I’ll tell them it’s an old picture,”
Sam said.“But . . .” Sam’s hair was darker than Brooke’s. Her eyes were brown, not blue. Her face
was a different shape, and Brooke Shields was probably three inches taller, fifteen pounds
thinner, and not even remotely Semitic. Let it go, I thought. “Why don’t you just take Peter to the
wedding?”Sam broke off a chunk of biscotti and bounced her water bottle against her thigh. “I’m
touched that you’d offer, but my mother’s met him, remember?”“Oh, right.” Sam’s mother had
joined us a few years ago for Thanksgiving. She’d swept into our house in a floor-length mink,
frowned at the turkey as if it had insulted her, eaten precisely one spoonful of cranberry relish,
and showered Joy with expensive American Girl dolls and accessories after observing pointedly
to no one in particular that she had to spoil little girls when she could, since it was clear that Sam
wouldn’t be giving her grandchildren of her own. “Well, isn’t there anyone from work you could
take?”“The firm directory’s online,” Sam said. “My mother would look up whoever I brought and
figure out that he was just doing me a favor.”“Your mother would do that? She’d Google your
date?”Sam shrugged. “I come by my obsessive personality honestly.”“How about someone from
a different firm? Don’t you meet people at those Continuing Legal Education things?”She shook
her head. “Married. Gay. Occasionally both.”“Um. You could hire an actor.”“As a last resort,” she
said. “I’ve already made a few calls.”“Really?”“I told them I was casting a low-budget commercial.
Do you know what SAG’s day rate is?”“Do I want to?”“You do not. And it doubles on weekends,
and you have to pay extra for travel, so never mind.” Sam polished off her biscotti. “You’re so
lucky. You have no idea.”Then why does Peter want to change everything? I wondered. And what
was going on with Joy? I didn’t say any of it out loud. “Go with God,” I said instead, and hugged
Samantha goodbye. I retrieved my coat, checked the time, and considered wandering up to
Walnut Street for a little window-shopping. But it was almost eight, and Joy might need help with
her English homework. I pulled my scarf tight around my neck, tugged my hat over my ears, and
started my ten-block walk back home.I’d lived in the neighborhood long enough to bore friends
and acquaintances with my Used-To tour: the Starbucks that used to be a pizza shop where you
could buy twists of garlic bread, three for a dollar; the burrito place that used to be a video store;
the shoe store that used to sell books.Tiny white Christmas lights still twinkled from the door of
the cheesesteak place, and the bright windows of Whole Foods were papered with hopeful red
and pink valentines, but there was no denying that we were between holidays. In the bitter trench
of winter, the weather had turned ugly again. A hard-edged wind blew grit and newspapers and
someone’s discarded weave down South Street, and the bare tree branches shivered in the
dark. I fell in behind a pack of girls in rolled-up black jeans and stilettos, snapping pictures of one
another with their cell phones. Cold seeped up from the sidewalk through the rubber soles of my
boots. How old are these girls, anyhow? I wondered as one of them wiggled her tongue between
her spread fingers while her friend snapped a picture. Did their mothers know they were out?
You’re so lucky, Sam had said. But if our life was so good, why was Peter so eager to shake it all
up? A baby, I mused. A baby would change everything. But maybe change was good. Maybe it
wasn’t that I’d arrived at the safe harbor I’d longed for during my own unhappy childhood. Maybe



it was just inertia—or, worse, fear—that was keeping me in the same place, living in the same
house, taking the same vacations, never hoping for more than what I had.Of course, I’d hoped
for more once, once upon a time, in my fearless twenties, when I’d sold a screenplay and
published a novel and been, very briefly, a strange kind of famous. It hadn’t ended well. I pushed
down the memories, gave my hat another tug, crossed the street with my breath hanging in front
of me in icy white puffs, and hurried back home so fast that anyone watching might have thought
I was being chased.FOUROn Valentine’s Day, the kids at the Philadelphia Academy buy one
another sugar cookies shaped like hearts with pink and red frosting, and little cards attached for
a message. Each cookie costs a dollar, and all the money goes to the school’s building fund.I’ve
been going to the Philadelphia Academy since kindergarten, and every year I know exactly what
I’ll find on my desk on February 14: one cookie apiece from Tamsin and Todd, and a cookie from
Jeremy Albin, whose mother, like mine, makes him buy cookies for every kid in our class.I also
know that every year at some point during early February, my mother and I will have a fight (“a
discussion,” she calls it, but it’s really a fight) about the cookies. I will tell her that I should just buy
them with my own money and give them to my actual friends. She’ll reply that I’ll have the rest of
my life to start excluding people and that seventh grade (or sixth grade, or whatever grade I’m in
at the time) is too early to start.I’ll say that if I give cookies to everyone, they don’t mean
anything. She’ll sigh, which will make her boobs shift in a way I can’t stand to look at, and say,
Yes, they do, they mean “Happy Valentine’s Day from Joy,” and what if there’s a kid who doesn’t
get any cookies at all? How would that kid feel? And how would I feel, knowing that I could have
prevented such a tragedy by spending her money—not even my own money but hers—making
sure that everyone gets a cookie?She kind of has a point. It’s true that there are a few kids in my
class—Jack Corsey, who has such terrible dandruff that when he wears dark sweaters, it looks
like he was out in a snowstorm, and maybe even Tamsin, who can be kind of intense when she
starts talking about speculative fiction—who might not get cookies if it wasn’t for me and Jeremy
Albin.My problem is with the people who don’t deserve extra cookies, like Amber Gross. Amber
Gross, as far as I can remember, has never said a single word to me, even though we’ve been
going to regular school and Hebrew school together since we started both. Amber and I were
even in the same Little People’s Music class when we were two. My mom has pictures, and while
there are photographs that show us actually in the same room, we’re never in the same part of
the room, leading me to believe that Amber was too cool for me even before we could talk.
Amber gets tons of cookies. Believe me, she doesn’t need mine.But when I pointed this out to
my mother the Friday before Valentine’s Day, she got a sour look on her face and unloaded one
of her dozen useless phrases: “Joy,” she said, “life’s too short.”Too short for what? I wanted to
ask, but the bell started ringing loudly enough for us to hear through the rolled-up windows. My
mom slipped a twenty-dollar bill into my hand. “Do it because it’ll make me happy,” she said. She
tried to hug me, but I slid to the edge of my seat. “Have a great day!” I could hear her calling as I
stuffed the money into the pocket of my jeans and walked across the play yard with my head
down while the first bell rang.On February 14, like every school day, I set my alarm for five-forty-



five. In the shower, I exfoliated my legs and elbows with the Orange Sugar Energy Scrub that
Aunt Elle had given me, and shaved my legs and armpits. I washed my hair with Step One of the
Jon Carame Secret Agent Anti-Frizz Protection Program and conditioned with Step Two, then
turned the water to cold and stood there shivering while I counted to thirty, so the cold water
could seal the cuticles.By six-fifteen, I was in my towel, teeth flossed and brushed, the next two
steps of the Anti-Frizz Protection Program already spritzed (Step Three) and smoothed (Step
Four) through my hair. It took me forty-five minutes with a paddle brush and a diffuser to get my
hair looking right. It might have taken me less time if I didn’t have to keep checking to make sure
the door was locked. My mother doesn’t believe I should straighten my hair. My mother believes I
should embrace my natural beauty. This means I am the only girl in the world who has to hide
her straightening iron under her bed like it’s a dirty magazine or a gun.At seven o’clock, my hair
was done. I hung up my wet towel, rinsed my mouth again, and stuck a pantiliner on my
underwear. My period isn’t due for weeks, but I don’t take any chances. When you’ve already got
one major thing wrong with you, you can’t risk having to run to the nurse’s office with a borrowed
sweater flopping around your waist and everyone staring at you, knowing exactly what’s
happened.I wiped off the sink and counter with toilet paper, put my nightgown back on, and slid
back into bed. Five minutes later, my mother knocked on the door.“Rise and shine,” she said. Her
own hair was shoved back from her face in a sloppy half bun, half ponytail, and she was wearing
my dad’s bathrobe, with her glasses sticking out of the V of the chest. “Do you want eggs or
oatmeal?”I haven’t eaten eggs or oatmeal for breakfast all year. What I eat for breakfast is three-
quarters of a cup of high-fiber protein-enriched bran flakes, a half cup of organic skim milk, and
six raw almonds. This does not stop my mother from asking if I want eggs or oatmeal every
morning. “No, thanks. I’ll just have cereal.” I threw back the covers and went to the bathroom like I
hadn’t already been in there for over an hour. I brushed my teeth again, pulled on my jeans and
boots and a pink sweater, tucked my mascara and lip gloss into my pocket, and went downstairs
to the kitchen, where I found my mother holding the red kettle in her hands like it was some kind
of magical object she’d never seen before. I counted out my almonds. She didn’t move. “Mom?” I
finally asked.She set the kettle on the burner and clicked on the flame. “Sorry, honey.” She sat
down at the table across from me and sighed before patting her scrunched-up hair, as if that
would help (it didn’t). “Just thinking.”“About what?”She fussed with her hair some more and
smiled kind of sadly. “Oh, you know. Grown-up stuff.” Which was, I thought, exactly what a
mother would say to her daughter. If her daughter were four.She dropped me off, as usual,
outside of the chain-link fence that separates the empty play yard from the sidewalk. I stopped in
the empty first-floor girls’ room, where I pulled my lip gloss out of my pocket and smoothed some
onto my lips. Then I unzipped my backpack and pulled out my lunch, which was stored in a
zippered, insulated pink bag with my name monogrammed on the front. I transferred the food out
of the horrible pink bag and into a plain plastic bag from the grocery store, which is what every
other kid uses.At last I reached behind my straightened hair, pulled out my hearing aids, and
slipped them into my pocket. It’s not like this is going to fool anyone. Almost every kid in my class



remembers how I started kindergarten with the big, square, horrible behind-the-ear hearing aids.
Up until third grade, my teachers would wear wireless microphones, and I would wear
earphones, like the ones from an iPod, so I could hear them. I’d try to fluff out my crazy, frizzy
nest of hair so nobody could see the hearing aids or the headphones, but everyone knew they
were there. Which wasn’t entirely bad: The one spell of popularity I’d ever had occurred after
Mrs. Mears left her microphone on when she went to the teachers’ lounge and the entire class
huddled around my earphones to listen (the next day, instead of discussing photosynthesis, Mrs.
Mears’s lecture was “Irritable Bowel Syndrome: It Is Not a Joke”).In sixth grade, I graduated to
the kind of hearing aids that sit inside my ears. I’m supposed to wear them every day and sit in
the front row. But last summer Aunt Elle came to the beach for a week’s visit with the tiniest black
bikini I’d ever seen and a canvas tote bag full of Elle and Vogue and In Touch and InStyle. My
mother shook her head as Aunt Elle stacked the glossy magazines next to her chair and started
smearing oil over her shoulders. We don’t have magazines like that in our house. My mother
thinks they’re a bad influence. “Those are manipulated images,” my mom said, frowning at the
beautiful, long-limbed models on the covers, explaining how the pictures are specially lit and
airbrushed and edited. She even downloaded pictures on the computer to show me how the
editors smoothed out wrinkles and slimmed down backs and arms and thighs and, in one case,
even erased a model’s hand and made her arm longer.“For God’s sake, Cannister, it’s a frickin’
magazine,” Elle had said, and she’d slipped me copies when my mother wasn’t looking. After
seven days straight of reading Vogue and watching my aunt, I’d decided that this year, seventh
grade, would be when I would change. I’d ditch my hearing aids and my special seat. I’d
straighten my hair and wear makeup and tuck in my shirts. Then people would see me differently
from the way they always had; they’d see that I wasn’t the geeky girl with only two friends and
crazy hair and a mother who treated her like a baby.So far, it hadn’t worked, but when I walked
into homeroom that morning I had my first glimmer of hope that things might be changing. The
first thing I saw was Tamsin and Todd huddled in the corner, whispering. A second later, I saw
what they were whispering about: twelve frosted sugar hearts heaped on my desk. It was
unbelievable. Not even Amber Gross had more.I checked to make sure I was in the right
classroom. Then I counted to make sure I was looking at the right desk, the third from the front. I
picked up one of the cookies, waiting for someone to say something, to tap me on the shoulder
and say, “Um, sorry, that’s actually mine.”Praise for New York Times bestselling
authorJENNIFER WEINERCertain Girls“Weiner delivers the heartbreaking goods.”—USA
Today“Warm, witty . . . Weiner’s hilarious, honest tone comes through in both characters,
allowing us to agree with Cannie’s parenting decisions, while cringing on Joy’s behalf . . . Certain
Girls is sure to please readers who want a well-written story that makes them laugh, possibly
snort, and probably cry.”—The Miami Herald“A worthy successor . . . Weiner displays her
signature wry voice and sap-free knack for capturing heartfelt moments.”—People“Very funny
and very poignant . . . [Weiner is] a smart, smart writer who writes romantic comedies that are
hilarious but with a deep river of heart that runs through all of them.”—Jacquelyn



Mitchard“Witty . . . Weiner has always been a lively writer, and her characters brim with sharp
humor and tenderness for each other . . . such smart creatures.”—Salon“Clear your calendar and
prepare to read: Cannie Shapiro is back! Weiner is a talented writer who consistently delivers
the goods. Readers will laugh and cry . . .”—Library Journal (starred review)“Weiner is a
marvelously supple writer, equally deft at comedy and tragedy, of tenderness and hilarious one-
liners.”—The Plain Dealer (Cleveland)“Heartfelt and funny . . . a touching examination of both the
touching and tragic moments that mark the mother-daughter relationship.”—Kirkus
Reviews“Weiner has a sharp wit and a masterful grasp of past and present pop culture. Certain
Girls is a witty, fun read. The characters are comfy and familiar, like your favorite pajamas.
Reading about the latest exploits of Cannie is like checking in with a friend you haven’t talked to
in a while. After a few minutes, it’s like no time has passed at all.”—The Charlotte
Observer“Weiner stands out from the pack with her lovable plus-size heroines, her sharp wit,
and great dialogue.”—Pittsburgh Post-Gazette“Chick lit grows—and so does Cannie Shapiro—in
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my familyFor my familySome say a parent should teach a child to swim.—The TalmudSome say
a parent should teach a child to swim.—The TalmudPART ONEEverybody KnowsPART
ONEEverybody KnowsONEWhen I was a kid, our small-town paper published wedding
announcements, with descriptions of the ceremonies and dresses and pictures of the brides.
Two of the disc jockeys at one of the local radio stations would spend Monday morning picking
through the photographs and nominating the Bow-Wow Bride, the woman they deemed the
ugliest of all the ladies who’d taken their vows in the Philadelphia region over the weekend. The
grand prize was a case of Alpo.I heard the disc jockeys doing this on my way to school one
morning—“Uh-oh, bottom of page J-6, and yes . . . yes, I think we have a contender!” Jockey
One said, and his companion snickered and replied, “There’s not a veil big enough to hide that
mess.” “Wide bride! Wide bride!” Jockey One chanted before my mother changed the station
back to NPR with an angry flick of her wrist. After that, I became more than a little obsessed with
the contest. I would pore over the black-and-white head shots each Sunday morning as if I’d be
quizzed on them later. Was the one in the middle ugly? Worse than the one in the upper-right-
hand corner? Were the blondes always prettier than the brunettes? Did being fat automatically
mean you were ugly? I’d rate the pictures and fume about how unfair it was, how just being born
with a certain face or body could turn you into a punch line. Then I’d worry for the winner. Was
the dog food actually delivered to the couple’s door? Would they return from the honeymoon and



find it there, or would a well-meaning parent or friend try to hide it? How would the bride feel
when she saw that she’d won? How would her husband feel, knowing that he’d chosen the
ugliest girl in Philadelphia on any given weekend, to love and to cherish, until death did them
part?I wasn’t sure of much back then, but I knew that when—if—I got married, there was no way
I’d put a picture in the paper. I was pretty certain, at thirteen, that I had more in common with the
bow-wows than the beautiful brides, and I was positive that the worst thing that could happen to
any woman would be winning that contest.Now, of course, I know better. The worst thing would
not be a couple of superannuated pranksters on a ratings-challenged radio station oinking at
your picture and depositing dog food at your door. The worst thing would be if they did it to your
daughter.I’m exaggerating, of course. And I’m not really worried. I looked across the room at the
dance floor, just beginning to get crowded as the b’nai mitzvah guests dropped off their coats,
feeling my heart lift at the sight of my daughter, my beautiful girl, dancing the hora in a circle of
her friends. Joy will turn thirteen in May and is, in my own modest and completely unbiased
opinion, the loveliest girl ever born. She inherited the best things I had to offer—my olive skin,
which stays tan from early spring straight through December, and my green eyes. Then she got
my ex-boyfriend’s good looks: his straight nose and full lips, his dirty-blond hair, which, on Joy,
came out as ringlets the deep gold of clover honey. My chest plus Bruce’s skinny hips and lean
legs combined to create the kind of body I always figured was available only thanks to divine or
surgical intervention.I walked to one of the three bars set along the edges of the room and
ordered a vodka and cranberry juice from the bartender, a handsome young man looking
miserable in a ruffled pale blue polyester tuxedo shirt and bell-bottoms. At least he didn’t look as
tormented as the waitress beside him, in a mermaid costume, with seashells and fake kelp in her
hair. Todd had wanted a retro seventies theme for the party celebrating his entry into Jewish
adulthood. His twin sister, Tamsin, an aspiring marine biologist, hadn’t wanted a theme at all and
had grudgingly muttered the word “ocean” the eleventh time her mother had asked her. In
between pre-party visits to Dr. Hammermesh to have her breasts enlarged, her thighs reduced,
and the millimeters of excess flesh beneath her eyes eliminated, Shari Marmer, the twins’ mom,
had come up with a compromise. On this icy night in January, Shari and her husband, Scott,
were hosting three hundred of their nearest and dearest at the National Constitution Center to
celebrate at Studio 54 Under the Sea.I passed beneath a doorway draped with fake seaweed
and strands of dark blue beads and wandered toward the table at the room’s entrance. My place
card had my name stenciled in elaborate script on the back of a scallop shell. Said shell
contained a T&T medallion, for Tamsin and Todd. I squinted at the shell and learned that my
husband, Peter, and I would be sitting at Donna Summer. Joy hadn’t picked up her shell yet. I
peered at the whirling mass of coltish girls until I saw Joy in her knee-length dark blue dress,
performing some kind of complicated line dance, hands clapping, hips rocking. As I watched, a
boy detached himself from a cluster of his friends, crossed the room with his hands shoved in
his pockets, and said something to my daughter. Joy nodded and let him take her hand as he led
her underneath the strobe that cast cool bubbles of bluish light.My Joy, I thought as the boy



shifted his weight from foot to foot, looking like he was in desperate need of the bathroom. It isn’t
politically correct to say so, but in the real world, good looks function as a get-out-of-everything-
free card. Beauty clears your path, it smooths the way, it holds the doors open, it makes people
forgive you when your homework’s late or you bring the car home with the gas gauge on E. Joy’s
adolescence would be so much easier than mine. Except . . . except. On her last report card,
she’d gotten one A, two B’s, and two C’s instead of her usual A’s and B’s (and worlds away from
the straight A’s I’d gotten when I was her age and had more brains than friends). “She just
doesn’t seem as engaged, as present,” her teacher had said when Peter and I had gone in for
our parent-teacher conference. “Is there anything unusual going on at home?”Peter and I had
shaken our heads, unable to think of a thing—no divorce, certainly, no moves, no deaths, no
disruptions. When the teacher had folded her eyeglasses on her desk and asked about
boyfriends, I’d said, “She’s twelve.” The teacher’s smile had been more than a little pitying. “You’d
be surprised,” she said.Except I wouldn’t. Other mothers, maybe, but not me. I kept a close
watch on my daughter (too close, she’d probably say). I knew her teachers, the names of her
friends, the horrible, whiny boy singer she likes, the brand of twenty-bucks-a-bottle shampoo on
which she blows the bulk of her allowance. I know the way she struggles with reading and is a
whiz at math, and that her favorite thing in the world to do is swim in the ocean. I know that
apricots are her favorite fruit, that Tamsin and Todd are her best friends, that she worships my
little sister and is terrified of needles and bees. I’d know if anything had changed, and Joy’s life, I
explained, was the same as it had ever been. Her teacher had smiled and patted my knee. “We
see it a lot with girls her age,” she’d said, putting her glasses back on and glancing at the clock.
“Their worlds just get bigger. I’m sure she’ll be fine. She’s got involved parents and a good head
on her shoulders. We’ll just keep an eye on things.”As if I don’t do that already, I’d thought. But I’d
smiled and thanked Mrs. McMillan and promised to call with any concerns. Of course, thirty
minutes later, when I’d gone straight to the source and asked Joy whether anything was wrong,
my interrogation had been met with the shrug/eye-roll combination that is the hallmark of
adolescent girls everywhere. When I’d said, “That’s not an answer,” she’d replied, “Seventh
grade’s harder than sixth,” and opened her math book to let me know definitively that the
conversation was over.I’d wanted to call her pediatrician, a psychologist, her old speech
therapist, at the very least the school’s principal and guidance counselor. I’d made a list of
possibilities: tutoring centers and homework-help websites, support groups for parents of
premature children or kids with hearing loss. Peter had talked me out of it. “It’s one quarter of
seventh grade,” he’d argued. “All she needs is time.”Time, I thought now. I sipped my drink and
shoved the worries away. I’ve gotten good at that. At the age of forty-two, I’ve decided, ruefully,
that I’m slightly inclined toward melancholy. I don’t trust happiness. I turn it over as if it were a
glass at a flea market or a rug at a souk, looking for chipped rims or loose threads.But not Joy, I
thought as I watched my daughter shuffle back and forth with the boy’s hands on her hips,
laughing at something he’d said. Joy is fine. Joy is lovely and lucky. And in the manner of almost-
thirteen-year-olds everywhere, my daughter has no idea how lovely, or how lucky, she is.• •



•“Cannie!” Shari Marmer’s voice cut across the crowded atrium of the Constitution Center, where
guests were clustered, waiting to take their seats for dinner. I clutched my shell and my drink and
gave a halfhearted wave as she hustled over, all bright red lips and blepharoplasty, a new
diamond solitaire trapped in the Grand Canyon of her cleavage. “Yoo-hoo! Can-nie!” Shari
singsonged. I groaned inwardly as she grabbed my arm with her French manicure. When I tried
to pull away, her hand came with me and ended up lodged beneath my right breast. My
embarrassment was instant and excruciating. Shari didn’t appear to notice.“You and Peter are
sitting with us,” she said. She swept me into the dining room, where I saw thirty tables for ten
draped in aquamarine tablecloths with seashell centerpieces, topped with glittering disco
balls.“Great!” I said. Why? I wondered. Shari and Scott had relatives, grandparents, actual
friends who should have been sitting with them. And it wasn’t as if Shari and I needed to catch
up. Our kids were best friends, and even though we’d never become friends ourselves, we had
years of shared history and saw each other plenty. Just last month we’d spent an entire day
together, rehashing our latest reality-TV fixation and grating thirty pounds of potatoes for our
synagogue’s annual preschool Latkefest. Peter and I could’ve been over at Gloria Gaynor with
the Callahans, or at Barry Gibb with Marisol Chang, whom I’d loved since I’d met her ten years
ago in Music Together class.“What do you think?” Shari asked me, waving her toned, sculpted,
and possibly lipo’d arm at the room as we made our way toward the head table.“It’s fantastic,” I
said loyally. “And Tamsin and Todd did a wonderful job.”She tightened her grip on my arm. “Do
you really think so?”“They were great. You look amazing.” That, at least, was the undisputable
truth. Eight years older than me, Shari had been in advertising in New York before marriage and
motherhood. Her job now was self-maintenance, and she worked at it harder than I’d worked at
any paid employment I’d ever had. Frying potato pancakes in the synagogue’s kitchen, I’d
listened, awestruck and exhausted, as Shari had described her rounds: the personal trainer, the
yoga and pilates, the facials, the waxing, the laser treatments and the eyelash tinting, the low-
cal, low-carb meals delivered each morning to her door. It was, perhaps, the one good thing
about never having been beautiful—you didn’t have to kill yourself trying to hold on to something
you’d never had in the first place.“And the party?” Shari fretted. “It’s not too much?”“Not at all!” I
lied.Shari sighed as a gold-medallioned, Jheri-curled DJ who was a dead ringer for a pre-
incarceration Rick James led her parents to the front of the room for the blessing over the bread.
“Tamsin’s furious. She says that marine biology is a serious science, and that I’m . . .” Her
bejeweled fingers hooked into air quotes. “‘Trivializing her ambitions’ with seashell centerpieces
and mermaid costumes.” She blinked at me with her newly widened eyes. “I think the waitresses
look cute!”“Adorable,” I said.“They should,” Shari muttered. “I had to pay them extra to wear
bikinis. Something about the health code.” She towed me through the crowd, past the tables
draped in ocean-blue tablecloths, and over to Donna Summer. Of the ten people at the table, six
were family, two were me and Peter, and numbers nine and ten were the programming director
of the city’s public radio station and his wife. I waved at my husband, who was standing in the
corner, deep in conversation with a gastroenterologist of our acquaintance. Better Peter than



me, I thought, and sank into my seat.The elderly woman to my left peered at my place card, then
at my face. My heart sank. I knew what was coming. “Candace Shapiro? Not Candace Shapiro
the writer?”“Former,” I said, trying to smile as I spread my napkin over my lap. Suddenly the
gastroenterologist wasn’t looking so bad. Ah well. I supposed I should be flattered that Shari still
thought my name was worth dropping. I’d written one novel under my own name almost ten
years ago and, since then, had produced a steady stream of science fiction under a pseudonym.
The pay for sci fi was a lot worse, but anonymity turned out to suit me much better than my
fifteen minutes of fame had.My seatmate placed one spotted, shaking hand on my forearm. “You
know, dear, I’ve had a book inside me for the longest time.”“My husband’s a doctor,” I told her
gravely. “I’m sure he could help you get it out.”A puzzled look crossed the aged party’s
face.“Sorry,” I said. “What’s your idea?”“Well, it’s about a woman who gets divorced after many
years of marriage . . .”I smiled, sipped my drink, and tried to turn her synopsis into a pleasant blur
of sound. A minute later, Peter appeared at my side. I shot him a grateful smile as he took my
hand.“Excuse me,” he said to the woman. “They’re playing our song. Cannie?”I got to my feet
and followed him to the dance floor, where a few grown-up couples had worked their way in
among the kids. I waved at Joy, stretched up to plant a quick kiss on the dimple in Peter’s chin,
and leaned in to his tuxedoed chest. It took me a minute to recognize the music. “‘Do It Till You’re
Raw’ is our song?”“I had to get you out of there, so it is now,” he said.“And here I was, hoping for
something romantic.” I sighed. “You know. ‘I Had His Baby, But You Have My Heart.’” I rested my
cheek on his shoulder, then waved at Shari and Scott Marmer as they fox-trotted past us. Scott
looked euphoric, puffed up and proud of his children. His round brown eyes and his bald spot
gleamed under the disco lights, along with his cummerbund, made of the same red satin as
Shari’s gown. “Can you believe that’s going to be us this fall? I looked at Shari more closely.
“Except I probably won’t be getting my implants refreshed beforehand.”“No need,” Peter said,
and dipped me. When the song was over, I raised my hands to my hair, which felt fine, then
dropped them to my hips, encased in black velvet. I thought I looked all right. No less an
authority than my daughter had signed off on my ensemble. True, she’d done so with a less than
enthusiastic I guess it’s okay, and told me on our way into the building that if I took my shoes off
at any point in the evening and wandered around like a homeless person, she would legally
emancipate herself, which children were allowed to do these days.I wondered, the way I always
did on occasions like this, what people thought when they saw me and Peter together, and
whether it was some incredulous version of He’s married to her? Unlike poor, paunchy, balding
Scott, Peter was tall and lean, and had only gotten better-looking as the years had progressed.
Sadly, unlike the surgically improved Shari Marmer, the same could not be said of me. Ah, well, I
thought. I should look on the bright side. Maybe they all assumed that I had the flexibility of a
nineteen-year-old Romanian gymnast and the imagination of a porn star and could do all
manner of crazy stuff in bed.I squared my shoulders and lifted my head as the DJ played “Lady
in Red” and Peter took me in his arms again. I was determined to be a good role model, to set a
good example for my daughter, to be judged on the content of my character as opposed to the



size of my thighs. And if I was going to be judged by the size of my thighs, let the word go out
that I was actually an impressive seven pounds thinner than I was when I’d gotten married,
thanks to an indescribably hellish six weeks on the Atkins Diet. Plus, except for a touch of
arthritis and the occasional back spasm, I was disgustingly healthy, while Peter was the one
who’d inherited a cholesterol problem that he had to treat with three separate medications.I
looked up to find him staring at me, his forehead slightly furrowed, eyes intent.“What is it?” I
asked hopefully. “Do you wanna go make out in a stairwell?”“Let’s take a walk.” He snagged a
few beef satay sticks and a plate from a passing waiter, added some raw vegetables and
crackers, and led me up the staircase to the Signers’ Hall, with life-size statues of the men who’d
signed the Constitution.I leaned against Ben Franklin and took a look around. “You know what?
Our country was founded by a bunch of short, short men.”“Better nutrition these days,” said
Peter, setting his plate on a cocktail table by the railing and giving John Witherspoon a friendly
slap on the back. “It’s the secret to everything. And you’re wearing heels.”I pointed at George
Washington. “Well, so is he. Hey, did Ben Franklin have VD, or was that someone else?”“Cannie,”
Peter said soberly. “We are in the presence of great men. Molded bronze replicas of great men.
And you have to bring up venereal disease?”I squinted at Ben’s biography, on a small
rectangular plaque on the back of his chair. It made no mention of any nasty souvenirs he might
have picked up during his years in Paris. History was a whitewash, I thought, crossing the floor
and leaning over the railing to look down at the hired dancers, gyrating wildly as a specially
constructed Studio 54 emblem descended from the ceiling (instead of sniffing cocaine, the man
on the moon appeared to be reading from the Torah). “This party is insane,” I said.“I’ve been
thinking about something,” Peter said, looking at me steadily over George Washington’s wig.I
hoisted myself up onto the stool in front of our cocktail table. “Joy’s party?” Our daughter’s bat
mitzvah, and the party that would follow, were many months away but had already emerged as a
hot topic around our house.“Not that.” He took the seat across from me and looked at me
sweetly, almost shyly, from underneath his long eyelashes.“Are you dying?” I inquired. Then I
asked, “Can I have your beef stick?”Peter exhaled. His brown eyes crinkled in the corners and
his teeth flashed briefly as he struggled not to smile.“Those weren’t related questions. I’m very
sympathetic,” I assured him. “I’m just also very hungry. But don’t worry. I’ll do the whole devoted-
wife-of-many-years thing. Hold your hand, sleep by your bedside, have your body stuffed and
mounted, whatever you like.”“Viking funeral,” Peter said. “You know I want a Viking funeral. With
flaming arrows and Wyclef Jean singing ‘Many Rivers to Cross.’”“Right right right,” I said. I had an
entire file on my laptop labeled “Peter’s Demise.” “If Wyclef’s busy, should I try for Pras?”Peter
shrugged. “He could use the work, I guess.”“Well, you think it over. I really don’t want you
haunting me from beyond the grave because I hired the wrong Fugee. And do you want the
music before or after they set your corpse on fire?”“Before,” he said, reclaiming his plate. “Once
you light a corpse on fire, it’s all downhill from there.” He munched ruminatively on a carrot stick.
“Maybe I could lie in state at the Apollo. Like James Brown.”“You might have to release an album
first, but I’ll see what I can do. I know people. So what’s up?” I raised my eyebrow in a knowing



manner. “Do you want a threesome?”“No, I don’t want a threesome!” he boomed. Peter has a
very deep voice. It tends to carry. The three women in strapless gowns who’d wandered into the
hall, presumably for some fresh air, stared at us. I gave them a sympathetic shrug and mouthed,
Sorry.“I want . . .” He lowered his voice and stared at me, his dark brown eyes intent. Even with all
the little businesses of ten years of marriage between us, the conversations about when to get
the roof fixed and where to send Joy for summer camp, his gaze could still melt me and make
me wish we were somewhere all alone . . . and that I really was as limber as a Romanian
gymnast.“I want to have a baby,” Peter said.“You want . . .” I felt my heart start pounding, and my
velvet dress suddenly felt too tight. “Huh. Didn’t see that coming. Really?”He nodded. “I want us
to have a baby together.”“Okay,” I said slowly. This was not the first time the possibility of a baby
had come up over the course of our marriage. There’d be a story about some talk-show host or
country singer on the news, the proud mother of twins or triplets “born with the help of a
surrogate,” an expression that always made me roll my eyes. It would be like me saying that the
oil in my car had been “changed with the help of a mechanic,” as if I had something to do with it
other than paying the bill. But if we were going to have a baby who was biologically our own,
there’d need to be a third party involved. Joy had been born two months early, via emergency C-
section, which had been followed by an emergency hysterectomy. There’d be no more babies for
me. Peter knew this, of course, and even though he’d pointed out the pieces about surrogates,
he’d never pushed it.Now, though, it looked like he was ready to push. “I’m fifty-one,” he said.I
turned away and read out loud from James McHenry’s plaque: “‘Physician, military aide, and
politician.’ And a very sharp dresser.”Peter ignored me. “I’m getting older. Joy’s growing up. And
there might be possibilities. You might have viable eggs.”I batted my eyelashes. “That is, hands
down, the most romantic thing you’ve ever said to me.”Peter took my hand, and his face was so
open, so hopeful, so familiar and dear that I was sick with regret that my one shot at natural
motherhood had come via my stoned jerk of an ex-boyfriend instead of with my husband. “Don’t
you ever think about it?” he asked.My eyelids started to prickle. “Well . . .” I shook my head and
swallowed hard. “You know. Sometimes.” Obviously I’d wondered. I’d daydreamed about a baby
we’d make together, a sober little boy who’d look like Peter, with flashes of his dry humor, like
heat lightning in the summer sky; one perfect little boy to go along with my perfect girl. But it was
like dreaming about being in the Supremes, or winning a marathon, or, in my case, running a
marathon: a fantasy for a lazy afternoon in the hammock, something to mull over while stuck on
a runway or driving on the turnpike, nothing that would ever really happen.“We’re so happy now,”
I said. “We have each other. We have Joy. And Joy needs us.”“She’s growing up,” he said gently.
“Our job now is to let her go.”I freed my hand and turned away. Technically, it was true. With any
other going-on-thirteen-year-old, I’d agree unconditionally. But Joy was a different story. She
needed special attention because of who she was, the things she struggled with—her hearing,
her reading—and because of who I’d been.“Our lives are wonderful, but everything’s the same,”
he continued. “We live in the same house, we see the same people, we go to the Jersey shore
every summer—”“You like it there!”“Things are good,” he said. “But maybe they could be even



better. It wouldn’t kill us to try something new.”“Back to threesomes,” I said, half to myself.“I think
we should at least take a look. See what’s what.” He pulled a business card out of his wallet and
handed it to me. Dr. Stanley Neville, reproductive endocrinologist, offices on Spruce Street—in
the same building, I noted ruefully, as the doctor who treated my recently diagnosed arthritis. “He
can do an ultrasound of your ovaries.”“Good times,” I said, and gave him back the card. I thought
of our lives, perfectly arranged, the three of us safe, cocooned from the world. My garden, after
ten years of attention, was in full flower, with espaliered roses climbing the brick walls,
hydrangeas with blue and violet blossoms as big as babies’ heads. My house was just the way
I’d always wanted it. Last month, seven years of searching had finally yielded the perfect green-
and-gold antique grandfather clock that sat on top of the staircase and melodically bing-bonged
the hours. Everything except for the tiny and no doubt fixable matter of Joy’s grades was
perfect.Peter touched my shoulder. “Whatever happens, whether this works out or not, our life is
good just the way it is. I’m happy. You know that, don’t you?”Beneath us, a parade of waiters and
waitresses, in their bodysuits and bikinis, exited the kitchen bearing salad plates. I nodded. My
eyelids were still burning, and there was a lump in my throat, but I wasn’t about to start bawling in
the middle of the Constitution Center. I could only imagine the gossip that would start if Shari got
wind of it. “Okay,” I said.“Candace,” he said fondly. “Please don’t look so worried.”“I’m not
worried,” I lied. He handed me his plate, but for one of the rare times in recent memory, I wasn’t
hungry at all. So I set it back on the table and followed him down the stairs, past the windows
and the moon hanging high in the sky, flooding the lawn with its silvery light.ONEWhen I was a
kid, our small-town paper published wedding announcements, with descriptions of the
ceremonies and dresses and pictures of the brides. Two of the disc jockeys at one of the local
radio stations would spend Monday morning picking through the photographs and nominating
the Bow-Wow Bride, the woman they deemed the ugliest of all the ladies who’d taken their vows
in the Philadelphia region over the weekend. The grand prize was a case of Alpo.I heard the disc
jockeys doing this on my way to school one morning—“Uh-oh, bottom of page J-6, and yes . . .
yes, I think we have a contender!” Jockey One said, and his companion snickered and replied,
“There’s not a veil big enough to hide that mess.” “Wide bride! Wide bride!” Jockey One chanted
before my mother changed the station back to NPR with an angry flick of her wrist. After that, I
became more than a little obsessed with the contest. I would pore over the black-and-white head
shots each Sunday morning as if I’d be quizzed on them later. Was the one in the middle ugly?
Worse than the one in the upper-right-hand corner? Were the blondes always prettier than the
brunettes? Did being fat automatically mean you were ugly? I’d rate the pictures and fume about
how unfair it was, how just being born with a certain face or body could turn you into a punch
line. Then I’d worry for the winner. Was the dog food actually delivered to the couple’s door?
Would they return from the honeymoon and find it there, or would a well-meaning parent or
friend try to hide it? How would the bride feel when she saw that she’d won? How would her
husband feel, knowing that he’d chosen the ugliest girl in Philadelphia on any given weekend, to
love and to cherish, until death did them part?I wasn’t sure of much back then, but I knew that



when—if—I got married, there was no way I’d put a picture in the paper. I was pretty certain, at
thirteen, that I had more in common with the bow-wows than the beautiful brides, and I was
positive that the worst thing that could happen to any woman would be winning that
contest.Now, of course, I know better. The worst thing would not be a couple of superannuated
pranksters on a ratings-challenged radio station oinking at your picture and depositing dog food
at your door. The worst thing would be if they did it to your daughter.I’m exaggerating, of course.
And I’m not really worried. I looked across the room at the dance floor, just beginning to get
crowded as the b’nai mitzvah guests dropped off their coats, feeling my heart lift at the sight of
my daughter, my beautiful girl, dancing the hora in a circle of her friends. Joy will turn thirteen in
May and is, in my own modest and completely unbiased opinion, the loveliest girl ever born. She
inherited the best things I had to offer—my olive skin, which stays tan from early spring straight
through December, and my green eyes. Then she got my ex-boyfriend’s good looks: his straight
nose and full lips, his dirty-blond hair, which, on Joy, came out as ringlets the deep gold of clover
honey. My chest plus Bruce’s skinny hips and lean legs combined to create the kind of body I
always figured was available only thanks to divine or surgical intervention.I walked to one of the
three bars set along the edges of the room and ordered a vodka and cranberry juice from the
bartender, a handsome young man looking miserable in a ruffled pale blue polyester tuxedo shirt
and bell-bottoms. At least he didn’t look as tormented as the waitress beside him, in a mermaid
costume, with seashells and fake kelp in her hair. Todd had wanted a retro seventies theme for
the party celebrating his entry into Jewish adulthood. His twin sister, Tamsin, an aspiring marine
biologist, hadn’t wanted a theme at all and had grudgingly muttered the word “ocean” the
eleventh time her mother had asked her. In between pre-party visits to Dr. Hammermesh to have
her breasts enlarged, her thighs reduced, and the millimeters of excess flesh beneath her eyes
eliminated, Shari Marmer, the twins’ mom, had come up with a compromise. On this icy night in
January, Shari and her husband, Scott, were hosting three hundred of their nearest and dearest
at the National Constitution Center to celebrate at Studio 54 Under the Sea.I passed beneath a
doorway draped with fake seaweed and strands of dark blue beads and wandered toward the
table at the room’s entrance. My place card had my name stenciled in elaborate script on the
back of a scallop shell. Said shell contained a T&T medallion, for Tamsin and Todd. I squinted at
the shell and learned that my husband, Peter, and I would be sitting at Donna Summer. Joy
hadn’t picked up her shell yet. I peered at the whirling mass of coltish girls until I saw Joy in her
knee-length dark blue dress, performing some kind of complicated line dance, hands clapping,
hips rocking. As I watched, a boy detached himself from a cluster of his friends, crossed the
room with his hands shoved in his pockets, and said something to my daughter. Joy nodded and
let him take her hand as he led her underneath the strobe that cast cool bubbles of bluish
light.My Joy, I thought as the boy shifted his weight from foot to foot, looking like he was in
desperate need of the bathroom. It isn’t politically correct to say so, but in the real world, good
looks function as a get-out-of-everything-free card. Beauty clears your path, it smooths the way,
it holds the doors open, it makes people forgive you when your homework’s late or you bring the



car home with the gas gauge on E. Joy’s adolescence would be so much easier than mine.
Except . . . except. On her last report card, she’d gotten one A, two B’s, and two C’s instead of
her usual A’s and B’s (and worlds away from the straight A’s I’d gotten when I was her age and
had more brains than friends). “She just doesn’t seem as engaged, as present,” her teacher had
said when Peter and I had gone in for our parent-teacher conference. “Is there anything unusual
going on at home?”Peter and I had shaken our heads, unable to think of a thing—no divorce,
certainly, no moves, no deaths, no disruptions. When the teacher had folded her eyeglasses on
her desk and asked about boyfriends, I’d said, “She’s twelve.” The teacher’s smile had been
more than a little pitying. “You’d be surprised,” she said.Except I wouldn’t. Other mothers, maybe,
but not me. I kept a close watch on my daughter (too close, she’d probably say). I knew her
teachers, the names of her friends, the horrible, whiny boy singer she likes, the brand of twenty-
bucks-a-bottle shampoo on which she blows the bulk of her allowance. I know the way she
struggles with reading and is a whiz at math, and that her favorite thing in the world to do is swim
in the ocean. I know that apricots are her favorite fruit, that Tamsin and Todd are her best friends,
that she worships my little sister and is terrified of needles and bees. I’d know if anything had
changed, and Joy’s life, I explained, was the same as it had ever been. Her teacher had smiled
and patted my knee. “We see it a lot with girls her age,” she’d said, putting her glasses back on
and glancing at the clock. “Their worlds just get bigger. I’m sure she’ll be fine. She’s got involved
parents and a good head on her shoulders. We’ll just keep an eye on things.”As if I don’t do that
already, I’d thought. But I’d smiled and thanked Mrs. McMillan and promised to call with any
concerns. Of course, thirty minutes later, when I’d gone straight to the source and asked Joy
whether anything was wrong, my interrogation had been met with the shrug/eye-roll combination
that is the hallmark of adolescent girls everywhere. When I’d said, “That’s not an answer,” she’d
replied, “Seventh grade’s harder than sixth,” and opened her math book to let me know
definitively that the conversation was over.I’d wanted to call her pediatrician, a psychologist, her
old speech therapist, at the very least the school’s principal and guidance counselor. I’d made a
list of possibilities: tutoring centers and homework-help websites, support groups for parents of
premature children or kids with hearing loss. Peter had talked me out of it. “It’s one quarter of
seventh grade,” he’d argued. “All she needs is time.”Time, I thought now. I sipped my drink and
shoved the worries away. I’ve gotten good at that. At the age of forty-two, I’ve decided, ruefully,
that I’m slightly inclined toward melancholy. I don’t trust happiness. I turn it over as if it were a
glass at a flea market or a rug at a souk, looking for chipped rims or loose threads.But not Joy, I
thought as I watched my daughter shuffle back and forth with the boy’s hands on her hips,
laughing at something he’d said. Joy is fine. Joy is lovely and lucky. And in the manner of almost-
thirteen-year-olds everywhere, my daughter has no idea how lovely, or how lucky, she is.• •
•“Cannie!” Shari Marmer’s voice cut across the crowded atrium of the Constitution Center, where
guests were clustered, waiting to take their seats for dinner. I clutched my shell and my drink and
gave a halfhearted wave as she hustled over, all bright red lips and blepharoplasty, a new
diamond solitaire trapped in the Grand Canyon of her cleavage. “Yoo-hoo! Can-nie!” Shari



singsonged. I groaned inwardly as she grabbed my arm with her French manicure. When I tried
to pull away, her hand came with me and ended up lodged beneath my right breast. My
embarrassment was instant and excruciating. Shari didn’t appear to notice.“You and Peter are
sitting with us,” she said. She swept me into the dining room, where I saw thirty tables for ten
draped in aquamarine tablecloths with seashell centerpieces, topped with glittering disco
balls.“Great!” I said. Why? I wondered. Shari and Scott had relatives, grandparents, actual
friends who should have been sitting with them. And it wasn’t as if Shari and I needed to catch
up. Our kids were best friends, and even though we’d never become friends ourselves, we had
years of shared history and saw each other plenty. Just last month we’d spent an entire day
together, rehashing our latest reality-TV fixation and grating thirty pounds of potatoes for our
synagogue’s annual preschool Latkefest. Peter and I could’ve been over at Gloria Gaynor with
the Callahans, or at Barry Gibb with Marisol Chang, whom I’d loved since I’d met her ten years
ago in Music Together class.“What do you think?” Shari asked me, waving her toned, sculpted,
and possibly lipo’d arm at the room as we made our way toward the head table.“It’s fantastic,” I
said loyally. “And Tamsin and Todd did a wonderful job.”She tightened her grip on my arm. “Do
you really think so?”“They were great. You look amazing.” That, at least, was the undisputable
truth. Eight years older than me, Shari had been in advertising in New York before marriage and
motherhood. Her job now was self-maintenance, and she worked at it harder than I’d worked at
any paid employment I’d ever had. Frying potato pancakes in the synagogue’s kitchen, I’d
listened, awestruck and exhausted, as Shari had described her rounds: the personal trainer, the
yoga and pilates, the facials, the waxing, the laser treatments and the eyelash tinting, the low-
cal, low-carb meals delivered each morning to her door. It was, perhaps, the one good thing
about never having been beautiful—you didn’t have to kill yourself trying to hold on to something
you’d never had in the first place.“And the party?” Shari fretted. “It’s not too much?”“Not at all!” I
lied.Shari sighed as a gold-medallioned, Jheri-curled DJ who was a dead ringer for a pre-
incarceration Rick James led her parents to the front of the room for the blessing over the bread.
“Tamsin’s furious. She says that marine biology is a serious science, and that I’m . . .” Her
bejeweled fingers hooked into air quotes. “‘Trivializing her ambitions’ with seashell centerpieces
and mermaid costumes.” She blinked at me with her newly widened eyes. “I think the waitresses
look cute!”“Adorable,” I said.“They should,” Shari muttered. “I had to pay them extra to wear
bikinis. Something about the health code.” She towed me through the crowd, past the tables
draped in ocean-blue tablecloths, and over to Donna Summer. Of the ten people at the table, six
were family, two were me and Peter, and numbers nine and ten were the programming director
of the city’s public radio station and his wife. I waved at my husband, who was standing in the
corner, deep in conversation with a gastroenterologist of our acquaintance. Better Peter than
me, I thought, and sank into my seat.The elderly woman to my left peered at my place card, then
at my face. My heart sank. I knew what was coming. “Candace Shapiro? Not Candace Shapiro
the writer?”“Former,” I said, trying to smile as I spread my napkin over my lap. Suddenly the
gastroenterologist wasn’t looking so bad. Ah well. I supposed I should be flattered that Shari still



thought my name was worth dropping. I’d written one novel under my own name almost ten
years ago and, since then, had produced a steady stream of science fiction under a pseudonym.
The pay for sci fi was a lot worse, but anonymity turned out to suit me much better than my
fifteen minutes of fame had.My seatmate placed one spotted, shaking hand on my forearm. “You
know, dear, I’ve had a book inside me for the longest time.”“My husband’s a doctor,” I told her
gravely. “I’m sure he could help you get it out.”A puzzled look crossed the aged party’s
face.“Sorry,” I said. “What’s your idea?”“Well, it’s about a woman who gets divorced after many
years of marriage . . .”I smiled, sipped my drink, and tried to turn her synopsis into a pleasant blur
of sound. A minute later, Peter appeared at my side. I shot him a grateful smile as he took my
hand.“Excuse me,” he said to the woman. “They’re playing our song. Cannie?”I got to my feet
and followed him to the dance floor, where a few grown-up couples had worked their way in
among the kids. I waved at Joy, stretched up to plant a quick kiss on the dimple in Peter’s chin,
and leaned in to his tuxedoed chest. It took me a minute to recognize the music. “‘Do It Till You’re
Raw’ is our song?”“I had to get you out of there, so it is now,” he said.“And here I was, hoping for
something romantic.” I sighed. “You know. ‘I Had His Baby, But You Have My Heart.’” I rested my
cheek on his shoulder, then waved at Shari and Scott Marmer as they fox-trotted past us. Scott
looked euphoric, puffed up and proud of his children. His round brown eyes and his bald spot
gleamed under the disco lights, along with his cummerbund, made of the same red satin as
Shari’s gown. “Can you believe that’s going to be us this fall? I looked at Shari more closely.
“Except I probably won’t be getting my implants refreshed beforehand.”“No need,” Peter said,
and dipped me. When the song was over, I raised my hands to my hair, which felt fine, then
dropped them to my hips, encased in black velvet. I thought I looked all right. No less an
authority than my daughter had signed off on my ensemble. True, she’d done so with a less than
enthusiastic I guess it’s okay, and told me on our way into the building that if I took my shoes off
at any point in the evening and wandered around like a homeless person, she would legally
emancipate herself, which children were allowed to do these days.I wondered, the way I always
did on occasions like this, what people thought when they saw me and Peter together, and
whether it was some incredulous version of He’s married to her? Unlike poor, paunchy, balding
Scott, Peter was tall and lean, and had only gotten better-looking as the years had progressed.
Sadly, unlike the surgically improved Shari Marmer, the same could not be said of me. Ah, well, I
thought. I should look on the bright side. Maybe they all assumed that I had the flexibility of a
nineteen-year-old Romanian gymnast and the imagination of a porn star and could do all
manner of crazy stuff in bed.I squared my shoulders and lifted my head as the DJ played “Lady
in Red” and Peter took me in his arms again. I was determined to be a good role model, to set a
good example for my daughter, to be judged on the content of my character as opposed to the
size of my thighs. And if I was going to be judged by the size of my thighs, let the word go out
that I was actually an impressive seven pounds thinner than I was when I’d gotten married,
thanks to an indescribably hellish six weeks on the Atkins Diet. Plus, except for a touch of
arthritis and the occasional back spasm, I was disgustingly healthy, while Peter was the one



who’d inherited a cholesterol problem that he had to treat with three separate medications.I
looked up to find him staring at me, his forehead slightly furrowed, eyes intent.“What is it?” I
asked hopefully. “Do you wanna go make out in a stairwell?”“Let’s take a walk.” He snagged a
few beef satay sticks and a plate from a passing waiter, added some raw vegetables and
crackers, and led me up the staircase to the Signers’ Hall, with life-size statues of the men who’d
signed the Constitution.I leaned against Ben Franklin and took a look around. “You know what?
Our country was founded by a bunch of short, short men.”“Better nutrition these days,” said
Peter, setting his plate on a cocktail table by the railing and giving John Witherspoon a friendly
slap on the back. “It’s the secret to everything. And you’re wearing heels.”I pointed at George
Washington. “Well, so is he. Hey, did Ben Franklin have VD, or was that someone else?”“Cannie,”
Peter said soberly. “We are in the presence of great men. Molded bronze replicas of great men.
And you have to bring up venereal disease?”I squinted at Ben’s biography, on a small
rectangular plaque on the back of his chair. It made no mention of any nasty souvenirs he might
have picked up during his years in Paris. History was a whitewash, I thought, crossing the floor
and leaning over the railing to look down at the hired dancers, gyrating wildly as a specially
constructed Studio 54 emblem descended from the ceiling (instead of sniffing cocaine, the man
on the moon appeared to be reading from the Torah). “This party is insane,” I said.“I’ve been
thinking about something,” Peter said, looking at me steadily over George Washington’s wig.I
hoisted myself up onto the stool in front of our cocktail table. “Joy’s party?” Our daughter’s bat
mitzvah, and the party that would follow, were many months away but had already emerged as a
hot topic around our house.“Not that.” He took the seat across from me and looked at me
sweetly, almost shyly, from underneath his long eyelashes.“Are you dying?” I inquired. Then I
asked, “Can I have your beef stick?”Peter exhaled. His brown eyes crinkled in the corners and
his teeth flashed briefly as he struggled not to smile.“Those weren’t related questions. I’m very
sympathetic,” I assured him. “I’m just also very hungry. But don’t worry. I’ll do the whole devoted-
wife-of-many-years thing. Hold your hand, sleep by your bedside, have your body stuffed and
mounted, whatever you like.”“Viking funeral,” Peter said. “You know I want a Viking funeral. With
flaming arrows and Wyclef Jean singing ‘Many Rivers to Cross.’”“Right right right,” I said. I had an
entire file on my laptop labeled “Peter’s Demise.” “If Wyclef’s busy, should I try for Pras?”Peter
shrugged. “He could use the work, I guess.”“Well, you think it over. I really don’t want you
haunting me from beyond the grave because I hired the wrong Fugee. And do you want the
music before or after they set your corpse on fire?”“Before,” he said, reclaiming his plate. “Once
you light a corpse on fire, it’s all downhill from there.” He munched ruminatively on a carrot stick.
“Maybe I could lie in state at the Apollo. Like James Brown.”“You might have to release an album
first, but I’ll see what I can do. I know people. So what’s up?” I raised my eyebrow in a knowing
manner. “Do you want a threesome?”“No, I don’t want a threesome!” he boomed. Peter has a
very deep voice. It tends to carry. The three women in strapless gowns who’d wandered into the
hall, presumably for some fresh air, stared at us. I gave them a sympathetic shrug and mouthed,
Sorry.“I want . . .” He lowered his voice and stared at me, his dark brown eyes intent. Even with all



the little businesses of ten years of marriage between us, the conversations about when to get
the roof fixed and where to send Joy for summer camp, his gaze could still melt me and make
me wish we were somewhere all alone . . . and that I really was as limber as a Romanian
gymnast.“I want to have a baby,” Peter said.“You want . . .” I felt my heart start pounding, and my
velvet dress suddenly felt too tight. “Huh. Didn’t see that coming. Really?”He nodded. “I want us
to have a baby together.”“Okay,” I said slowly. This was not the first time the possibility of a baby
had come up over the course of our marriage. There’d be a story about some talk-show host or
country singer on the news, the proud mother of twins or triplets “born with the help of a
surrogate,” an expression that always made me roll my eyes. It would be like me saying that the
oil in my car had been “changed with the help of a mechanic,” as if I had something to do with it
other than paying the bill. But if we were going to have a baby who was biologically our own,
there’d need to be a third party involved. Joy had been born two months early, via emergency C-
section, which had been followed by an emergency hysterectomy. There’d be no more babies for
me. Peter knew this, of course, and even though he’d pointed out the pieces about surrogates,
he’d never pushed it.Now, though, it looked like he was ready to push. “I’m fifty-one,” he said.I
turned away and read out loud from James McHenry’s plaque: “‘Physician, military aide, and
politician.’ And a very sharp dresser.”Peter ignored me. “I’m getting older. Joy’s growing up. And
there might be possibilities. You might have viable eggs.”I batted my eyelashes. “That is, hands
down, the most romantic thing you’ve ever said to me.”Peter took my hand, and his face was so
open, so hopeful, so familiar and dear that I was sick with regret that my one shot at natural
motherhood had come via my stoned jerk of an ex-boyfriend instead of with my husband. “Don’t
you ever think about it?” he asked.My eyelids started to prickle. “Well . . .” I shook my head and
swallowed hard. “You know. Sometimes.” Obviously I’d wondered. I’d daydreamed about a baby
we’d make together, a sober little boy who’d look like Peter, with flashes of his dry humor, like
heat lightning in the summer sky; one perfect little boy to go along with my perfect girl. But it was
like dreaming about being in the Supremes, or winning a marathon, or, in my case, running a
marathon: a fantasy for a lazy afternoon in the hammock, something to mull over while stuck on
a runway or driving on the turnpike, nothing that would ever really happen.“We’re so happy now,”
I said. “We have each other. We have Joy. And Joy needs us.”“She’s growing up,” he said gently.
“Our job now is to let her go.”I freed my hand and turned away. Technically, it was true. With any
other going-on-thirteen-year-old, I’d agree unconditionally. But Joy was a different story. She
needed special attention because of who she was, the things she struggled with—her hearing,
her reading—and because of who I’d been.“Our lives are wonderful, but everything’s the same,”
he continued. “We live in the same house, we see the same people, we go to the Jersey shore
every summer—”“You like it there!”“Things are good,” he said. “But maybe they could be even
better. It wouldn’t kill us to try something new.”“Back to threesomes,” I said, half to myself.“I think
we should at least take a look. See what’s what.” He pulled a business card out of his wallet and
handed it to me. Dr. Stanley Neville, reproductive endocrinologist, offices on Spruce Street—in
the same building, I noted ruefully, as the doctor who treated my recently diagnosed arthritis. “He



can do an ultrasound of your ovaries.”“Good times,” I said, and gave him back the card. I thought
of our lives, perfectly arranged, the three of us safe, cocooned from the world. My garden, after
ten years of attention, was in full flower, with espaliered roses climbing the brick walls,
hydrangeas with blue and violet blossoms as big as babies’ heads. My house was just the way
I’d always wanted it. Last month, seven years of searching had finally yielded the perfect green-
and-gold antique grandfather clock that sat on top of the staircase and melodically bing-bonged
the hours. Everything except for the tiny and no doubt fixable matter of Joy’s grades was
perfect.Peter touched my shoulder. “Whatever happens, whether this works out or not, our life is
good just the way it is. I’m happy. You know that, don’t you?”Beneath us, a parade of waiters and
waitresses, in their bodysuits and bikinis, exited the kitchen bearing salad plates. I nodded. My
eyelids were still burning, and there was a lump in my throat, but I wasn’t about to start bawling in
the middle of the Constitution Center. I could only imagine the gossip that would start if Shari got
wind of it. “Okay,” I said.“Candace,” he said fondly. “Please don’t look so worried.”“I’m not
worried,” I lied. He handed me his plate, but for one of the rare times in recent memory, I wasn’t
hungry at all. So I set it back on the table and followed him down the stairs, past the windows
and the moon hanging high in the sky, flooding the lawn with its silvery light.TWOTodd plopped
himself down on my bed and stared at me eagerly. “So what were you guys doing in there?” he
asked.I pulled the bobby pins out of my hair, letting my curls tumble around my shoulders,
smiling without saying a word.“We’re your best friends,” Todd pleaded. “James is our cousin. We
can give you inside information. I think he’s a hottie.”Tamsin, in her sleeping bag on the floor,
pursed her lips and noisily flipped the page of her book. Todd was still wearing his suit, but his
sister had gotten out of her dress the minute my bedroom door was closed, and looked much
happier in her Lord of the Rings nightshirt and her sweatpants, with her face scrubbed clean of
the makeup her mother had made her wear and her freckles back in full force on her nose.“We
didn’t do anything,” I lied as Frenchelle, my dog, hopped onto my bed and curled up like a
Danish at my feet. The truth was, I’d danced with Todd and Tamsin’s fifteen-year-old cousin,
James, three times. Then James had offered me a sip of his drink, which had turned out to be a
whiskey sour that his older brother had given him, and I’d said okay to that, too. Then he’d taken
me into the darkened auditorium where they do the “Freedom Rising” multimedia presentation
and pressed me against the carpeted wall, and we’d stood there in the darkness, him in his shirt
and tie and me with his jacket draped over my shoulders, kissing like something out of a movie,
or at least a music video. I’d worried a little when he started rubbing himself up and down against
me, but when he put his hand on my breast, I just moved it away, and when he didn’t put it back,
I let myself relax. It was so dark in the auditorium that I could pretend he was anybody. At first I’d
pretended that he was Dustin Tull the singer, and that had been good, and then I’d pretended
that he was Duncan Brodkey, my crush from school, and that was even better, standing there in
the darkness with James’s thin lips pressing against mine so hard that I could feel the bumps of
his teeth.You’re so hot, he’d murmured in my ear, and that was the best thing of all, because I
thought he believed it: that in that dress, for that night, it might actually have been true. Then one



of James’s hands had slid back to my chest, and he’d pinched me too hard. I’d pushed him away
and said, I don’t think so, in a scornful, almost snotty voice, and I had sounded exactly like Taryn
Tupping, who is actually hot and the star of The Girls’ Room on TV. It was just the kind of thing
she’d say to a boy who’d gone too far, the exact words and tone that a real hot girl would use.
James had stepped away from me immediately, and I thought he’d look angry, but he just looked
as if it was what he expected—as if that was how hot girls were supposed to behave.“Spill, spill!”
Todd chanted. I blushed, remembering it: the feeling of James’s lips and his hands, and that
respectful look on his face. But I didn’t want to say anything because Tamsin hadn’t kissed
anyone yet, and if I did tell, Todd would pass the story along to everyone, probably starting with
his mother.Frenchelle turned in a circle, then curled up again and started snoring as my mother
made her way slowly up the stairs. I rolled over, hiding my face in my pillow as she paused, the
way she always did, to admire the clock at the top of the staircase. “Shh,” I said. “It’s her.”The
three of us lay there, the silence broken only by the sound of Tamsin clicking her retainer in and
out of her mouth, until I heard my mother turn around and head toward her bedroom. I rolled onto
my back, stared at the ceiling, and began my litany. “Reasons I cannot stand my mother: one
through ten.”“Here we go,” Tamsin muttered.“ ’Scuse me,” said Todd, carrying his pajamas to the
bathroom.I ignored them both. “One: her boobs.”“They’re not that bad,” Tamsin said without
looking up from the copy of Ghost World I’d gotten her for Chanukah, to replace the one she’d
read until it had fallen apart. Todd came back in, barefoot in striped seersucker pajamas,
smelling like benzoyl peroxide and mint toothpaste, his dark brown hair brushed up from his
forehead, his lips and nose and the arch of his eyebrows identical to his sister’s. Even though
he’s not into girls except as friends, this would probably be the last time Todd would be allowed
to sleep over—Today I am a man, he’d said, making a face—but there was going to be a brunch
at the Marmers’ house the next morning. The caterers would arrive at six, and Mrs. Marmer had
decided that the benefits of the twins getting a good night’s rest outweighed the risks of a mixed-
sex sleepover. “They’re just . . . you know.” Tamsin rolled onto her side. “Big.”I sighed. Todd and
Tamsin have been my best friends since kindergarten. We met the day Matthew Swatner started
teasing me because of my hearing aids and calling me Machinehead. The two of them had
plopped themselves down beside me at the sand table—Tamsin with her hair in pigtails tied with
red ribbons, Todd in a red baseball cap—and told Matthew to leave me alone. Then Todd had
given me his baseball cap to wear, and Tamsin had tied one of her ribbons around my wrist, and
at snack time they’d sat on either side of me, glaring at Matthew, at anyone who stared. Your own
personal Fruits of Islam, my mother had said when she’d seen them. I still don’t know what she
meant by that, but I know for sure that even after all our years together, Tamsin and Todd still
don’t get the deal of my mom.“Her chest is ridiculous,” I said. “Do you know what size bra she
wears? Thirty-six G.”“G?” Todd repeated. “Is that a real size?”“Sort of. She has to order them
online because the regular store doesn’t have them.”“Wow,” said Tamsin, but she sounded
respectful, not horrified, the way I’d been when I’d seen the tag on my mother’s bra.“And she
always wears clothes where you can see her chest!” I shook my head. “But that’s probably not



her fault. I mean, what’s she going to wear so you can’t see her chest?” I stared at the ceiling and
told my friends the worst part. “And now I’m getting them, too.”“You’re lucky,” Tamsin said, looking
up from her book to gaze unhappily at her own chest. “Guys love big boobs.”“Which is why our
mom bought hers,” Todd said.“She says I can get implants, too, when I’m sixteen,” said Tamsin.
“As if.”I flushed, thinking of James again, who hadn’t seemed bothered by my chest. “Amber
Gross doesn’t have big boobs,” I said. “Amber Gross barely has any boobs at all.”“Yeah, but she’s
Amber Gross.” Out loud, it sounded stupid, but I knew exactly what Tamsin meant. In spite of her
last name, which you’d think would be an automatic disqualifier, Amber Gross is the most
popular girl in our grade. Amber Gross has chestnut-brown hair, straight and shiny as a satin
curtain, and a twinkly smile that would make you think her braces are jewelry she had
commissioned for her teeth. No zit would ever dare deface her skin. Her body is tiny and perfect,
and her clothes are tiny and perfect, and she is going out with Martin Baker, who’s on the J.V.
soccer team even though he’s only a seventh-grader. Best of all, most important, Amber can talk
to anybody, parents or teachers or boys, and everything that comes out of her mouth—the words
and the sound of the words—is always just right.I am the anti-Amber, the girl whose face you’d
skip right over, the one who stands in the back row of class pictures, slouching, looking away;
the one who smiles and nods at things she can’t quite hear and hopes that will be good enough.
I never know the right thing to say, not even in my own head, and half the time, if I do manage to
say something, people ask me to speak up or repeat myself, because my voice is so low and
gravelly and strange-sounding that they can’t hear me or understand what I’m saying.I used to
think that I was special—special in a good way, like my mother used to tell me. I remember being
maybe three or four, in my speech therapist’s office, feeling my mother’s fingers against my chin
as she gently moved my face so I was looking at her lips in the mirror. Watch me, Joy. I was born
premature, with mild hearing loss in one ear and moderate loss in the other, so it took me longer
to talk than most kids. In nursery school, I’d get frustrated when people couldn’t understand me.
I’d scream, throw things, hurl myself onto the ABC carpet and pound it with my feet and fists. My
mother came to school with me every day. She never got mad at me or lost her patience. She’d
wait until I stopped crying. She’d wipe my face and give me apple juice in a sippie cup and lead
me over to the easels or the Story Corner, where she’d settle me in her lap and read me a book.
At home, we’d practice in front of the mirror, her eyes on my eyes and her fingers on my chin.
You’re doing so well! You’re doing just great! Say “mmm.” She’d sit with me in her lap, pressing
one of my hands against my throat so I could feel the sound’s vibration, and my other hand on
my lips, so I could feel the air streaming out of my nose. Say “mmm.” Say “mmm.” Say
“Mama.”We’d walk home together at lunchtime, and if it had been a hard day, I would get a treat.
We’d go to Pearl Art Supplies for water-color paint or new buttons, or to Rita’s for water ice when
it was warm, and my mother would scoop me into her arms and say that she was so proud, that I
was so special. It has taken me all of this time to learn that I’m really not. The only reason anyone
in the real world thinks I’m special is because of my hearing aids and my weird voice and
because once, a long time ago, my mother wrote a book.“Can I go now?” asked Tamsin. She



had one hand curled around Ghost World, her finger marking her place.“I’m only on two. Two,” I
said. “She and my father are disgusting.” They laugh together all the time. They kiss when they
think I’m not watching. They speak a private language, one made up of all the movies and TV
shows they’ve seen and the magazines they’ve read. One of them will say something like “Can’t
we all just get along?” or “Lewis Lapham has gone too far this time,” and the other one will start
laughing. “Who is Lewis Lapham? What’s so funny about a sweatshirt that just says ‘College’?”
I’ll ask, and they’ll try to explain, but it’s like when I was little again: Even though I can hear the
words, they don’t come together in a way that makes sense.“My turn,” said Tamsin. She sat up
and piled her hair into a knot on top of her head. “Um . . .”I turned away. If Tamsin could find even
one thing she didn’t like about her mother, I would be shocked. Mrs. Marmer has a normal-size
chest—or at least she did before the implants. Tamsin and Todd’s father is her husband, not an
old boyfriend who got Mrs. Marmer pregnant and never even married her.But the best thing
about Mrs. Marmer is that she leaves her kids alone. Last month she was twenty minutes late to
the all-school holiday musical. Tamsin, who was sitting next to me and checking the time on her
cell phone every thirty seconds, glared as her mom came tiptoeing in right in the middle of
Todd’s first solo, one hand pressed to her mouth, flimsy rubber flip-flops slapping against the
auditorium floor. Traffic, she mouthed, easing herself into the seat next to Tamsin. “I’m so sorry,
baby, did I miss much?” My mom was sitting on my other side, and I saw her lips tighten as she
took in Mrs. Marmer’s flip-flops and bright coral toenails. My mom’s face relaxed when she saw
me looking, and she shrugged. “Things happen,” she whispered while Tamsin flipped her cell
phone shut, pressing her lips together.I thought that I’d never been so jealous of my friends. My
mother would never, ever forget me. Not even for twenty minutes. Probably not even for twenty
seconds. I am the main topic of interest in her life. She drops me off at school every morning
(every other kid in my class walks or takes the bus), and every afternoon, as soon as the last bell
rings, her minivan (chosen because Consumers Digest rated it the safest car on the market) is
first in line to pick me up. When I have swim practice or show choir rehearsal, she waits for me,
sitting in the bleachers or the auditorium, knitting or tapping away on her laptop. She’s the
president of the home/school association, and my room mother, and she’s always the first one to
volunteer to bring the cut-up fruit and sports drink to the meets, or host the cast parties after the
shows, or push a book into my hand, something about Terabithia or Narnia, something by Philip
Pullman or Roald Dahl. Ooh, Joy, you’re going to love this one; it was my favorite when I was
your age!She’s with me almost every minute of the day when I’m not in class, watching me like
she’s waiting for me to throw my sippie cup across the floor and start kicking the carpet, to need
her again, the way I did when I was three. And when she’s not with me, she’s thinking about me,
planning some kind of mother-daughter activity or knitting me something I don’t need (another
scarf, another sweater, another pair of mittens), buying me yet another book that I’ll just leave on
my bookshelf or installing special safety locks on my bedroom window because once, before I
was born, some rock star’s kid fell out of a window (I looked it up online and found out that the
window was on the fifty-third floor of a high-rise in New York City, and the kid was four, but even



after I’d explained all of that to my mother, she still had the safety locks installed).“Our mom
makes terrible school lunches,” Tamsin finally managed.“The worst,” Todd said, nodding. I tried
to sound sympathetic, but I was thinking that I’d trade a soggy cream-cheese-and-olive
sandwich or a leftover low-carb burrito any day of the week if I’d get Mrs. Marmer instead of a
mother who never left me alone. She doesn’t hold my chin anymore, but sometimes I think I can
still feel her fingers on my face. As soon as I get into the car after school, it starts: How was your
day? How was school? Can I get you a snack? Want to help me make dinner? Can I pick you up
anything at the supermarket? Do you need any help with your homework? until I just want to
scream, Leave me alone, leave me alone, I can’t breathe with you this close to me!, but I can’t,
because if I do, she will look at me like I slapped her or stuck a knife in her tire or did something
else on purpose, just to hurt her.I adjusted my pillow, half listening to Tamsin and Todd describe
the latest horror they’d pulled out of their lunch bags (“She thought she was being this great
mother for buying the all-natural peanut butter that’s all oily on top, but I don’t even like peanut
butter, and then she didn’t even stir it, so I was, like, eating a grease sandwich”), staring at the
glow-in-the-dark stars my mother and I had pasted to the ceiling when I was little, a long time
ago.“Shh,” I said as I heard my mother’s footsteps approaching. I turned out the lights, and the
three of us lay in the darkness. Tamsin clicked her retainer in and out of her mouth and picked up
her book and tried to read it by the light of the digital clock, and I whispered for her to be quiet
and put it away. Frenchie grumbled in her sleep. The numbers on the clock changed from 12:45
to 12:46.“Why does she do this?” Todd wondered.“She just loves me so much,” I said. I’d meant
for it to come out sarcastic, but instead it just sounded pathetic, and weak, and worst of all,
true.At 12:57, the door creaked open. I made sure my hair was over my ears so that my mom
wouldn’t see my hearing aids and know that we’d been talking, and I held my breath, hoping that
Tamsin wouldn’t start with her retainer and give us away. My mother approached the bed and
stood there for a moment, not touching me but looking down, the way she did every single night
of my life, standing in the dark, listening to me breathe. When she turned toward the window, I
opened my eyes a crack, and I could see her in the lamplight, her secret face, the one she
shows only to me.TWOTodd plopped himself down on my bed and stared at me eagerly. “So
what were you guys doing in there?” he asked.I pulled the bobby pins out of my hair, letting my
curls tumble around my shoulders, smiling without saying a word.“We’re your best friends,” Todd
pleaded. “James is our cousin. We can give you inside information. I think he’s a hottie.”Tamsin,
in her sleeping bag on the floor, pursed her lips and noisily flipped the page of her book. Todd
was still wearing his suit, but his sister had gotten out of her dress the minute my bedroom door
was closed, and looked much happier in her Lord of the Rings nightshirt and her sweatpants,
with her face scrubbed clean of the makeup her mother had made her wear and her freckles
back in full force on her nose.“We didn’t do anything,” I lied as Frenchelle, my dog, hopped onto
my bed and curled up like a Danish at my feet. The truth was, I’d danced with Todd and Tamsin’s
fifteen-year-old cousin, James, three times. Then James had offered me a sip of his drink, which
had turned out to be a whiskey sour that his older brother had given him, and I’d said okay to



that, too. Then he’d taken me into the darkened auditorium where they do the “Freedom Rising”
multimedia presentation and pressed me against the carpeted wall, and we’d stood there in the
darkness, him in his shirt and tie and me with his jacket draped over my shoulders, kissing like
something out of a movie, or at least a music video. I’d worried a little when he started rubbing
himself up and down against me, but when he put his hand on my breast, I just moved it away,
and when he didn’t put it back, I let myself relax. It was so dark in the auditorium that I could
pretend he was anybody. At first I’d pretended that he was Dustin Tull the singer, and that had
been good, and then I’d pretended that he was Duncan Brodkey, my crush from school, and that
was even better, standing there in the darkness with James’s thin lips pressing against mine so
hard that I could feel the bumps of his teeth.You’re so hot, he’d murmured in my ear, and that
was the best thing of all, because I thought he believed it: that in that dress, for that night, it might
actually have been true. Then one of James’s hands had slid back to my chest, and he’d pinched
me too hard. I’d pushed him away and said, I don’t think so, in a scornful, almost snotty voice,
and I had sounded exactly like Taryn Tupping, who is actually hot and the star of The Girls’
Room on TV. It was just the kind of thing she’d say to a boy who’d gone too far, the exact words
and tone that a real hot girl would use. James had stepped away from me immediately, and I
thought he’d look angry, but he just looked as if it was what he expected—as if that was how hot
girls were supposed to behave.“Spill, spill!” Todd chanted. I blushed, remembering it: the feeling
of James’s lips and his hands, and that respectful look on his face. But I didn’t want to say
anything because Tamsin hadn’t kissed anyone yet, and if I did tell, Todd would pass the story
along to everyone, probably starting with his mother.Frenchelle turned in a circle, then curled up
again and started snoring as my mother made her way slowly up the stairs. I rolled over, hiding
my face in my pillow as she paused, the way she always did, to admire the clock at the top of the
staircase. “Shh,” I said. “It’s her.”The three of us lay there, the silence broken only by the sound of
Tamsin clicking her retainer in and out of her mouth, until I heard my mother turn around and
head toward her bedroom. I rolled onto my back, stared at the ceiling, and began my litany.
“Reasons I cannot stand my mother: one through ten.”“Here we go,” Tamsin muttered.“ ’Scuse
me,” said Todd, carrying his pajamas to the bathroom.I ignored them both. “One: her
boobs.”“They’re not that bad,” Tamsin said without looking up from the copy of Ghost World I’d
gotten her for Chanukah, to replace the one she’d read until it had fallen apart. Todd came back
in, barefoot in striped seersucker pajamas, smelling like benzoyl peroxide and mint toothpaste,
his dark brown hair brushed up from his forehead, his lips and nose and the arch of his eyebrows
identical to his sister’s. Even though he’s not into girls except as friends, this would probably be
the last time Todd would be allowed to sleep over—Today I am a man, he’d said, making a face—
but there was going to be a brunch at the Marmers’ house the next morning. The caterers would
arrive at six, and Mrs. Marmer had decided that the benefits of the twins getting a good night’s
rest outweighed the risks of a mixed-sex sleepover. “They’re just . . . you know.” Tamsin rolled
onto her side. “Big.”I sighed. Todd and Tamsin have been my best friends since kindergarten. We
met the day Matthew Swatner started teasing me because of my hearing aids and calling me



Machinehead. The two of them had plopped themselves down beside me at the sand table—
Tamsin with her hair in pigtails tied with red ribbons, Todd in a red baseball cap—and told
Matthew to leave me alone. Then Todd had given me his baseball cap to wear, and Tamsin had
tied one of her ribbons around my wrist, and at snack time they’d sat on either side of me, glaring
at Matthew, at anyone who stared. Your own personal Fruits of Islam, my mother had said when
she’d seen them. I still don’t know what she meant by that, but I know for sure that even after all
our years together, Tamsin and Todd still don’t get the deal of my mom.“Her chest is ridiculous,” I
said. “Do you know what size bra she wears? Thirty-six G.”“G?” Todd repeated. “Is that a real
size?”“Sort of. She has to order them online because the regular store doesn’t have
them.”“Wow,” said Tamsin, but she sounded respectful, not horrified, the way I’d been when I’d
seen the tag on my mother’s bra.“And she always wears clothes where you can see her chest!” I
shook my head. “But that’s probably not her fault. I mean, what’s she going to wear so you can’t
see her chest?” I stared at the ceiling and told my friends the worst part. “And now I’m getting
them, too.”“You’re lucky,” Tamsin said, looking up from her book to gaze unhappily at her own
chest. “Guys love big boobs.”“Which is why our mom bought hers,” Todd said.“She says I can get
implants, too, when I’m sixteen,” said Tamsin. “As if.”I flushed, thinking of James again, who
hadn’t seemed bothered by my chest. “Amber Gross doesn’t have big boobs,” I said. “Amber
Gross barely has any boobs at all.”“Yeah, but she’s Amber Gross.” Out loud, it sounded stupid,
but I knew exactly what Tamsin meant. In spite of her last name, which you’d think would be an
automatic disqualifier, Amber Gross is the most popular girl in our grade. Amber Gross has
chestnut-brown hair, straight and shiny as a satin curtain, and a twinkly smile that would make
you think her braces are jewelry she had commissioned for her teeth. No zit would ever dare
deface her skin. Her body is tiny and perfect, and her clothes are tiny and perfect, and she is
going out with Martin Baker, who’s on the J.V. soccer team even though he’s only a seventh-
grader. Best of all, most important, Amber can talk to anybody, parents or teachers or boys, and
everything that comes out of her mouth—the words and the sound of the words—is always just
right.I am the anti-Amber, the girl whose face you’d skip right over, the one who stands in the
back row of class pictures, slouching, looking away; the one who smiles and nods at things she
can’t quite hear and hopes that will be good enough. I never know the right thing to say, not even
in my own head, and half the time, if I do manage to say something, people ask me to speak up
or repeat myself, because my voice is so low and gravelly and strange-sounding that they can’t
hear me or understand what I’m saying.I used to think that I was special—special in a good way,
like my mother used to tell me. I remember being maybe three or four, in my speech therapist’s
office, feeling my mother’s fingers against my chin as she gently moved my face so I was looking
at her lips in the mirror. Watch me, Joy. I was born premature, with mild hearing loss in one ear
and moderate loss in the other, so it took me longer to talk than most kids. In nursery school, I’d
get frustrated when people couldn’t understand me. I’d scream, throw things, hurl myself onto
the ABC carpet and pound it with my feet and fists. My mother came to school with me every
day. She never got mad at me or lost her patience. She’d wait until I stopped crying. She’d wipe



my face and give me apple juice in a sippie cup and lead me over to the easels or the Story
Corner, where she’d settle me in her lap and read me a book. At home, we’d practice in front of
the mirror, her eyes on my eyes and her fingers on my chin. You’re doing so well! You’re doing
just great! Say “mmm.” She’d sit with me in her lap, pressing one of my hands against my throat
so I could feel the sound’s vibration, and my other hand on my lips, so I could feel the air
streaming out of my nose. Say “mmm.” Say “mmm.” Say “Mama.”We’d walk home together at
lunchtime, and if it had been a hard day, I would get a treat. We’d go to Pearl Art Supplies for
water-color paint or new buttons, or to Rita’s for water ice when it was warm, and my mother
would scoop me into her arms and say that she was so proud, that I was so special. It has taken
me all of this time to learn that I’m really not. The only reason anyone in the real world thinks I’m
special is because of my hearing aids and my weird voice and because once, a long time ago,
my mother wrote a book.“Can I go now?” asked Tamsin. She had one hand curled around Ghost
World, her finger marking her place.“I’m only on two. Two,” I said. “She and my father are
disgusting.” They laugh together all the time. They kiss when they think I’m not watching. They
speak a private language, one made up of all the movies and TV shows they’ve seen and the
magazines they’ve read. One of them will say something like “Can’t we all just get along?” or
“Lewis Lapham has gone too far this time,” and the other one will start laughing. “Who is Lewis
Lapham? What’s so funny about a sweatshirt that just says ‘College’?” I’ll ask, and they’ll try to
explain, but it’s like when I was little again: Even though I can hear the words, they don’t come
together in a way that makes sense.“My turn,” said Tamsin. She sat up and piled her hair into a
knot on top of her head. “Um . . .”I turned away. If Tamsin could find even one thing she didn’t like
about her mother, I would be shocked. Mrs. Marmer has a normal-size chest—or at least she did
before the implants. Tamsin and Todd’s father is her husband, not an old boyfriend who got Mrs.
Marmer pregnant and never even married her.But the best thing about Mrs. Marmer is that she
leaves her kids alone. Last month she was twenty minutes late to the all-school holiday musical.
Tamsin, who was sitting next to me and checking the time on her cell phone every thirty
seconds, glared as her mom came tiptoeing in right in the middle of Todd’s first solo, one hand
pressed to her mouth, flimsy rubber flip-flops slapping against the auditorium floor. Traffic, she
mouthed, easing herself into the seat next to Tamsin. “I’m so sorry, baby, did I miss much?” My
mom was sitting on my other side, and I saw her lips tighten as she took in Mrs. Marmer’s flip-
flops and bright coral toenails. My mom’s face relaxed when she saw me looking, and she
shrugged. “Things happen,” she whispered while Tamsin flipped her cell phone shut, pressing
her lips together.I thought that I’d never been so jealous of my friends. My mother would never,
ever forget me. Not even for twenty minutes. Probably not even for twenty seconds. I am the
main topic of interest in her life. She drops me off at school every morning (every other kid in my
class walks or takes the bus), and every afternoon, as soon as the last bell rings, her minivan
(chosen because Consumers Digest rated it the safest car on the market) is first in line to pick
me up. When I have swim practice or show choir rehearsal, she waits for me, sitting in the
bleachers or the auditorium, knitting or tapping away on her laptop. She’s the president of the



home/school association, and my room mother, and she’s always the first one to volunteer to
bring the cut-up fruit and sports drink to the meets, or host the cast parties after the shows, or
push a book into my hand, something about Terabithia or Narnia, something by Philip Pullman or
Roald Dahl. Ooh, Joy, you’re going to love this one; it was my favorite when I was your age!She’s
with me almost every minute of the day when I’m not in class, watching me like she’s waiting for
me to throw my sippie cup across the floor and start kicking the carpet, to need her again, the
way I did when I was three. And when she’s not with me, she’s thinking about me, planning some
kind of mother-daughter activity or knitting me something I don’t need (another scarf, another
sweater, another pair of mittens), buying me yet another book that I’ll just leave on my bookshelf
or installing special safety locks on my bedroom window because once, before I was born, some
rock star’s kid fell out of a window (I looked it up online and found out that the window was on the
fifty-third floor of a high-rise in New York City, and the kid was four, but even after I’d explained all
of that to my mother, she still had the safety locks installed).“Our mom makes terrible school
lunches,” Tamsin finally managed.“The worst,” Todd said, nodding. I tried to sound sympathetic,
but I was thinking that I’d trade a soggy cream-cheese-and-olive sandwich or a leftover low-carb
burrito any day of the week if I’d get Mrs. Marmer instead of a mother who never left me alone.
She doesn’t hold my chin anymore, but sometimes I think I can still feel her fingers on my face.
As soon as I get into the car after school, it starts: How was your day? How was school? Can I
get you a snack? Want to help me make dinner? Can I pick you up anything at the supermarket?
Do you need any help with your homework? until I just want to scream, Leave me alone, leave
me alone, I can’t breathe with you this close to me!, but I can’t, because if I do, she will look at
me like I slapped her or stuck a knife in her tire or did something else on purpose, just to hurt
her.I adjusted my pillow, half listening to Tamsin and Todd describe the latest horror they’d pulled
out of their lunch bags (“She thought she was being this great mother for buying the all-natural
peanut butter that’s all oily on top, but I don’t even like peanut butter, and then she didn’t even
stir it, so I was, like, eating a grease sandwich”), staring at the glow-in-the-dark stars my mother
and I had pasted to the ceiling when I was little, a long time ago.“Shh,” I said as I heard my
mother’s footsteps approaching. I turned out the lights, and the three of us lay in the darkness.
Tamsin clicked her retainer in and out of her mouth and picked up her book and tried to read it by
the light of the digital clock, and I whispered for her to be quiet and put it away. Frenchie
grumbled in her sleep. The numbers on the clock changed from 12:45 to 12:46.“Why does she
do this?” Todd wondered.“She just loves me so much,” I said. I’d meant for it to come out
sarcastic, but instead it just sounded pathetic, and weak, and worst of all, true.At 12:57, the door
creaked open. I made sure my hair was over my ears so that my mom wouldn’t see my hearing
aids and know that we’d been talking, and I held my breath, hoping that Tamsin wouldn’t start
with her retainer and give us away. My mother approached the bed and stood there for a
moment, not touching me but looking down, the way she did every single night of my life,
standing in the dark, listening to me breathe. When she turned toward the window, I opened my
eyes a crack, and I could see her in the lamplight, her secret face, the one she shows only to



me.THREE“He wants . . . to have . . . a baby.”“That bastard,” said Samantha from the yoga mat
beside me. “Okay, wait. Who are we talking about?”I smiled. My best friend had been having a
rough few months, guywise, that had culminated in a painful breakup with her latest beau.
During what Sam delicately called “an intimate moment,” he’d grabbed some lotion from the
bedside table and wound up slathering her breasts and his business with her five-hundred-
dollar-an-ounce anti-wrinkle cream. Sam had been furious, and her gentleman caller had been
furious that she’d been furious (“What? You’re saying I’m not worth it!” he’d shouted, and she’d
informed him that no man was worth five hundred dollars per session, plus the time she’d have
to spend on the Cellex-C waiting list to get more).“Peter. My husband,” I said. “Guy I married?
Tall, dark hair? Bought me a Roomba for my birthday?” I lowered my voice. Linda Larson was
two rows ahead of us; Linda, with the body of a nineteen-year-old starlet and the ears of a CIA
snoop. “My husband, Peter, wants to have a baby.”“Oh my,” Samantha said. She shook her rich,
glossy hair and adjusted her headband, then her pigeon pose.I gave up on my own pigeon and
rolled from my hands and knees onto the forgiving floor. Sam, meanwhile, had eased into
downward dog, then, in one ridiculously fluid movement, rolled into a shoulder stand. It was six
o’clock on Tuesday night, and we were at Yoga Child on South Street for Over Forty Yoga. I’d
signed us up in September, optimistically picturing a class full of stooped-over grannies with
walkers and osteoporosis who’d complain about their hot flashes in between the chants. How
wrong I’d been. Our group was comprised of eight fit, firm babes in black stretchy yoga pants,
none of whom—Sam and Linda included—appeared to be over thirty-five, and me, in extra-large
blue sweatpants and a Philadelphia Academy T-shirt, looking every year of my age, trying, and
mostly failing, to keep up.“So what are you going to do?” asked Sam.“Hang . . . on,” I huffed,
heaving myself into an epically clumsy downward dog. The room smelled like oranges and
beeswax candles and competing perfumes. Sam flipped onto her belly, pushed up into a baby
cobra, and swiveled her long neck so she could look at me.“Peter made me an appointment. I’m
supposed to find out if I have viable eggs,” I whispered. “And then find a surrogate, I guess.”Sam
looked horrified. “Cannie, I love you like a sister, but I hope you’re not going to ask me what I
think you’re going to ask me. Get your mind off my vagina!”“It’d be your uterus, actually,” I
whispered back.“Either way, it ain’t happening.”Ashleigh, our instructor, looked at us sternly.
“Let’s all move into happy baby,” she said in her low, soothing voice.“God, I hate it when yoga
becomes ironic,” I muttered as we shifted onto our backs and grabbed our feet, pulling our knees
to our chests.“Do you even want another baby?” Sam asked.“Not sure.” Babies. How could I
think about babies when Joy was already talking about her bat mitzvah party, and I was buying
my Tylenol in the easy-to-open bottles with the warning printed in big, easy-to-read letters on the
side? “I’m old.”“Oh, you are not,” said Sam loyally (and a bit defensively—she’s six months older
than I am).“Forty-two is too old to be doing three A.M. feedings.”“Madonna did it,” Sam
offered.“Madonna isn’t human,” I replied.At Ashleigh’s instructions, we lowered our legs to the
floor, let our arms fall heavily to our sides, breathed through five minutes of shivasana, then sat
cross-legged for the final meditation.“You could hire someone,” Sam offered. “Like a wet nurse.”



Ashleigh frowned at us again. “Wet nurse” didn’t sound even vaguely like om shanti shanti. Sam
pressed her hands together in front of her chest. “They’re bound to come back. Everything else
has. Anyhow, wet nurses aren’t the point. The point is, do you really want another baby?”I sat up,
pressed my clasped hands against my heart, and nodded namasté at Ashleigh. “It’s something
I’m not unwilling to consider,” I finally said.“You’ve been hanging around too many lawyers,” Sam
said.I shook my head. “Only you. And it might not even matter. My eggs are probably funky.”We
rolled up our mats while Ashleigh stood at the doorway, bidding each of us a serene Zen
farewell. We dropped our blocks and straps into the basket by the door, then sat on the futon in
the foyer to pull on our boots and our jackets. I was wearing a wool hat with earflaps that I’d
knitted myself, a matching scarf, and a puffy fuchsia down coat that made me, by my own
charitable assessment, about the size of a compact car. Sam had on a gorgeous red cashmere
poncho, trimmed with red and orange angora pom-poms. If I wore that, I thought, I’d look like an
erupting volcano.We crossed snow-lined South Street to the coffee shop, where it had become
our tradition to follow yoga class with double-shot lattes. Inside, I hung my coat on the back of a
chair while Sam doctored her drink with cinnamon and nutmeg. A little brother or sister for Joy, I
thought. A baby with Peter’s brown hair and his dark eyes, his slow, thoughtful manner, and
nothing at all of my ex-boyfriend, Bruce Guberman, who’d celebrated Joy’s birth by taking a two-
year vacation to Amsterdam, where, I can only assume, he devoted himself to the noble goal of
smoking his body weight in marijuana.I grow old, I grow old, I thought as Sam sat down with a
chocolate-dipped biscotti in her hand and a wicked gleam in her eye.“The thing is, Joy’s in
trouble,” I blurted.Sam looked surprised. “What?”“She got a C in English.”Sam’s expression
shifted from surprise to bemusement.“Okay, I know, no big deal, but every time I ask her about it,
she ignores me. She talks to me like she’s being charged by the word, and she looks at me like I
smell bad.”“Puberty,” Sam pronounced, dipping her biscotti into her latte.“Already?” I thought
back to Joy’s teacher asking if she had a boyfriend, and how swiftly I’d dismissed the very
notion.“It’s the hormones in the milk,” Sam said. “60 Minutes did a special. Little eight-year-olds
in Texas with tampons in their lunch boxes.”I shuddered. “Joy hasn’t gotten her period.” At least
she hadn’t said anything about it. And if she had gotten her period, she’d have told me, I thought
—even as a twinge of unease worked its way up my spine and I wondered whether it was true.
“And what about her grades?”“I wouldn’t worry too much,” Sam said. “It’s not like she’s flunking
out, and it’s seventh grade, not high school. She’s probably got a crush or something.”“It’s a
phase, right?” I fretted. “I hated my mother. You hated your mother.”“Still do,” Sam said cheerfully.
“Which leads us to this week’s adventures.” She reached into her crocodile bowling bag and
extracted a manila folder. “Okay,” she said, passing the first page across the table. I looked down
at the face of a middle-aged man with thick glasses and thinning hair. His eyes were a watery
blue. His smile was an anxious grimace. His biography said that he was forty-seven, divorced, a
Reform Jew who attended synagogue on the high holidays, the noncustodial parent of a fifteen-
year-old, with a master’s degree in urban planning and a penchant for sushi and sunsets. His
online handle was Mark the Mensch.“Mark the Mensch?” I tried to keep my tone neutral, but my



face must have revealed my horror. “He looks . . .” I studied his picture, his biography, the
parameters he’d set for his ideal date. “I don’t know. Maybe not a good match for you?”“I am not
looking for perfect,” said Sam, sliding another sheaf of papers across the table. “I’m looking for
acceptable.” She sighed. “Actually I would take a Jew with a pulse at this point.”“The wedding?” I
asked.“What else?”Sam’s brother, who’d been born Alan and now called himself Avram, was
marrying Hannah, born Heather, in August in an Orthodox ceremony in Pittsburgh (“August in
Pittsburgh,” said Sam. “It’s just like April in Paris. Only not”). Upon receiving the news, Samantha
—who’d endured so many disastrous blind dates, first dates, group dates, and speed dates that
she’d finally bought herself a state-of-the-art vibrator and sworn off men forever—had gone
running straight to the Internet, investing five hundred dollars in a Star of David–level
membership at AJew4U.com and spending hours downloading profiles of the as-yet-unchosen
Chosen People. Never mind that, as I’d pointed out, at an Orthodox wedding the men and
women wouldn’t even get to dance together and would most likely spend the service and most
of the reception in separate rooms. “I’m not looking for love,” Sam told me. “I’m not looking for a
relationship. I just need one man, for one night, so my mother won’t hassle me. Is that so
hard?”Turns out, it was. Or at least AJew4U.com had failed to yield any prospects so far. But
Sam wasn’t giving up.“What about this guy?” I said, flipping past Mark to the next prospect.Sam
barely spared him a glance. “Forget it,” she said. “He’s Canadian.”I studied the profile. “He lives in
Collingswood, New Jersey.”“Born in Manitoba,” Sam said, pointing at the bio. “Once a Canadian,
always a Canadian.”“Now, Samantha,” I said. “I went there on my book tour, remember? It’s a
lovely country, and everyone was very friendly. There’s nothing wrong with—”“Fake country,” she
interrupted. “Fake country with fake holidays. Do you really want me to have to celebrate
Thanksgiving three weeks after everybody else?”“I think it’d actually be six weeks
before.”“Canadian Thanksgiving,” she sneered. “They didn’t even have pilgrims and Indians
there. Whatever. Here,” she said, leaning across the table so that one of her pom-poms dangled
dangerously close to my coffee. “Look at him.”I looked. The man in the picture was bald and
beaming, and . . . “Seventy?” I squinted at the small print, certain that I’d read it wrong, then at
Sam, who shrugged.“Seventy’s the new sixty. Sixty’s the new forty-five. There was a story about
it in the Times.”“Gah!”“Oh, don’t be ageist,” she snapped.“He’s old enough to be your father!” I
crumpled up the page, but not before accidentally learning that Grandpa’s screen name was
Sexy Septuagenarian. “Gah!” I said again.“You know what would be weird?” Sam asked. “What if
your father showed up on one of these websites?”“Gah!” I said for the third time—only this time
my horror wasn’t feigned. “Anyhow, he’s married.”“Oh,” said Sam, “and these guys aren’t?”I
shook my head. I’d seen my father only twice in the last fourteen years, and as far as I knew, he
was still living in Los Angeles, still married to the much younger dental hygienist with whom he’d
had two kids (I’d met them all for the first and only time when he brought them to my college
graduation, less out of a desire to see me than because of Princeton’s proximity to Sesame
Place). I try not to think about him. Most of the time I don’t. “That would be weirder than you
dating a seventy-year-old?”“Fuck you, Smug Married,” she said. “Besides, he told me he wasn’t



interested.”“Wait. Wait.” This was too much. “You propositioned a seventy-year-old?”“Walter,”
said Sam.“And Walter turned you down?”She sighed, dropped her head, and nodded. When she
looked up, her eyes were sparkling, not with excitement but with rage. “Do you think we could
figure out a way to short-circuit someone’s pacemaker by remote?”“What’d he say?”“That he
was only dating eights and above, and from my picture, I looked like a seven.”“Oh my God. Are
you kidding? What picture are you using?”“Brooke,” said Sam.I groaned. Sam was beautiful, but
as she’d waded into the waters of online dating, she’d become increasingly and alarmingly
insecure. After her first nibble-free week on AJew4U, she’d found a candid shot of Brooke
Shields exiting a friend’s baby shower on Us magazine’s website. Then, using technologies I had
no idea she’d mastered, she downloaded the picture, Photoshopped in her own eyebrows (“So
it’s not a total lie”), and posted it, without shame or fear of repercussion, underneath her screen
name, SassySam.“Ouch,” I said, and shook my head. “Poor Brooke.”“Poor Brooke nothing,”
Samantha said. “She’s married, remember? Married twice. Goddamn double-dipper.” She glared
at the table. “I hate them worse than Canadians.”“Can I ask you a question?” I waited for her nod,
then said, “What are you going to do when one of these guys meets you and notices that you’re,
um . . .” There was no delicate way to put it. “Not Brooke Shields?”“I’ll tell them it’s an old picture,”
Sam said.“But . . .” Sam’s hair was darker than Brooke’s. Her eyes were brown, not blue. Her face
was a different shape, and Brooke Shields was probably three inches taller, fifteen pounds
thinner, and not even remotely Semitic. Let it go, I thought. “Why don’t you just take Peter to the
wedding?”Sam broke off a chunk of biscotti and bounced her water bottle against her thigh. “I’m
touched that you’d offer, but my mother’s met him, remember?”“Oh, right.” Sam’s mother had
joined us a few years ago for Thanksgiving. She’d swept into our house in a floor-length mink,
frowned at the turkey as if it had insulted her, eaten precisely one spoonful of cranberry relish,
and showered Joy with expensive American Girl dolls and accessories after observing pointedly
to no one in particular that she had to spoil little girls when she could, since it was clear that Sam
wouldn’t be giving her grandchildren of her own. “Well, isn’t there anyone from work you could
take?”“The firm directory’s online,” Sam said. “My mother would look up whoever I brought and
figure out that he was just doing me a favor.”“Your mother would do that? She’d Google your
date?”Sam shrugged. “I come by my obsessive personality honestly.”“How about someone from
a different firm? Don’t you meet people at those Continuing Legal Education things?”She shook
her head. “Married. Gay. Occasionally both.”“Um. You could hire an actor.”“As a last resort,” she
said. “I’ve already made a few calls.”“Really?”“I told them I was casting a low-budget commercial.
Do you know what SAG’s day rate is?”“Do I want to?”“You do not. And it doubles on weekends,
and you have to pay extra for travel, so never mind.” Sam polished off her biscotti. “You’re so
lucky. You have no idea.”Then why does Peter want to change everything? I wondered. And what
was going on with Joy? I didn’t say any of it out loud. “Go with God,” I said instead, and hugged
Samantha goodbye. I retrieved my coat, checked the time, and considered wandering up to
Walnut Street for a little window-shopping. But it was almost eight, and Joy might need help with
her English homework. I pulled my scarf tight around my neck, tugged my hat over my ears, and



started my ten-block walk back home.I’d lived in the neighborhood long enough to bore friends
and acquaintances with my Used-To tour: the Starbucks that used to be a pizza shop where you
could buy twists of garlic bread, three for a dollar; the burrito place that used to be a video store;
the shoe store that used to sell books.Tiny white Christmas lights still twinkled from the door of
the cheesesteak place, and the bright windows of Whole Foods were papered with hopeful red
and pink valentines, but there was no denying that we were between holidays. In the bitter trench
of winter, the weather had turned ugly again. A hard-edged wind blew grit and newspapers and
someone’s discarded weave down South Street, and the bare tree branches shivered in the
dark. I fell in behind a pack of girls in rolled-up black jeans and stilettos, snapping pictures of one
another with their cell phones. Cold seeped up from the sidewalk through the rubber soles of my
boots. How old are these girls, anyhow? I wondered as one of them wiggled her tongue between
her spread fingers while her friend snapped a picture. Did their mothers know they were out?
You’re so lucky, Sam had said. But if our life was so good, why was Peter so eager to shake it all
up? A baby, I mused. A baby would change everything. But maybe change was good. Maybe it
wasn’t that I’d arrived at the safe harbor I’d longed for during my own unhappy childhood. Maybe
it was just inertia—or, worse, fear—that was keeping me in the same place, living in the same
house, taking the same vacations, never hoping for more than what I had.Of course, I’d hoped
for more once, once upon a time, in my fearless twenties, when I’d sold a screenplay and
published a novel and been, very briefly, a strange kind of famous. It hadn’t ended well. I pushed
down the memories, gave my hat another tug, crossed the street with my breath hanging in front
of me in icy white puffs, and hurried back home so fast that anyone watching might have thought
I was being chased.THREE“He wants . . . to have . . . a baby.”“That bastard,” said Samantha from
the yoga mat beside me. “Okay, wait. Who are we talking about?”I smiled. My best friend had
been having a rough few months, guywise, that had culminated in a painful breakup with her
latest beau. During what Sam delicately called “an intimate moment,” he’d grabbed some lotion
from the bedside table and wound up slathering her breasts and his business with her five-
hundred-dollar-an-ounce anti-wrinkle cream. Sam had been furious, and her gentleman caller
had been furious that she’d been furious (“What? You’re saying I’m not worth it!” he’d shouted,
and she’d informed him that no man was worth five hundred dollars per session, plus the time
she’d have to spend on the Cellex-C waiting list to get more).“Peter. My husband,” I said. “Guy I
married? Tall, dark hair? Bought me a Roomba for my birthday?” I lowered my voice. Linda
Larson was two rows ahead of us; Linda, with the body of a nineteen-year-old starlet and the
ears of a CIA snoop. “My husband, Peter, wants to have a baby.”“Oh my,” Samantha said. She
shook her rich, glossy hair and adjusted her headband, then her pigeon pose.I gave up on my
own pigeon and rolled from my hands and knees onto the forgiving floor. Sam, meanwhile, had
eased into downward dog, then, in one ridiculously fluid movement, rolled into a shoulder stand.
It was six o’clock on Tuesday night, and we were at Yoga Child on South Street for Over Forty
Yoga. I’d signed us up in September, optimistically picturing a class full of stooped-over grannies
with walkers and osteoporosis who’d complain about their hot flashes in between the chants.



How wrong I’d been. Our group was comprised of eight fit, firm babes in black stretchy yoga
pants, none of whom—Sam and Linda included—appeared to be over thirty-five, and me, in
extra-large blue sweatpants and a Philadelphia Academy T-shirt, looking every year of my age,
trying, and mostly failing, to keep up.“So what are you going to do?” asked Sam.“Hang . . . on,” I
huffed, heaving myself into an epically clumsy downward dog. The room smelled like oranges
and beeswax candles and competing perfumes. Sam flipped onto her belly, pushed up into a
baby cobra, and swiveled her long neck so she could look at me.“Peter made me an
appointment. I’m supposed to find out if I have viable eggs,” I whispered. “And then find a
surrogate, I guess.”Sam looked horrified. “Cannie, I love you like a sister, but I hope you’re not
going to ask me what I think you’re going to ask me. Get your mind off my vagina!”“It’d be your
uterus, actually,” I whispered back.“Either way, it ain’t happening.”Ashleigh, our instructor, looked
at us sternly. “Let’s all move into happy baby,” she said in her low, soothing voice.“God, I hate it
when yoga becomes ironic,” I muttered as we shifted onto our backs and grabbed our feet,
pulling our knees to our chests.“Do you even want another baby?” Sam asked.“Not sure.”
Babies. How could I think about babies when Joy was already talking about her bat mitzvah
party, and I was buying my Tylenol in the easy-to-open bottles with the warning printed in big,
easy-to-read letters on the side? “I’m old.”“Oh, you are not,” said Sam loyally (and a bit
defensively—she’s six months older than I am).“Forty-two is too old to be doing three A.M.
feedings.”“Madonna did it,” Sam offered.“Madonna isn’t human,” I replied.At Ashleigh’s
instructions, we lowered our legs to the floor, let our arms fall heavily to our sides, breathed
through five minutes of shivasana, then sat cross-legged for the final meditation.“You could hire
someone,” Sam offered. “Like a wet nurse.” Ashleigh frowned at us again. “Wet nurse” didn’t
sound even vaguely like om shanti shanti. Sam pressed her hands together in front of her chest.
“They’re bound to come back. Everything else has. Anyhow, wet nurses aren’t the point. The
point is, do you really want another baby?”I sat up, pressed my clasped hands against my heart,
and nodded namasté at Ashleigh. “It’s something I’m not unwilling to consider,” I finally
said.“You’ve been hanging around too many lawyers,” Sam said.I shook my head. “Only you. And
it might not even matter. My eggs are probably funky.”We rolled up our mats while Ashleigh
stood at the doorway, bidding each of us a serene Zen farewell. We dropped our blocks and
straps into the basket by the door, then sat on the futon in the foyer to pull on our boots and our
jackets. I was wearing a wool hat with earflaps that I’d knitted myself, a matching scarf, and a
puffy fuchsia down coat that made me, by my own charitable assessment, about the size of a
compact car. Sam had on a gorgeous red cashmere poncho, trimmed with red and orange
angora pom-poms. If I wore that, I thought, I’d look like an erupting volcano.We crossed snow-
lined South Street to the coffee shop, where it had become our tradition to follow yoga class with
double-shot lattes. Inside, I hung my coat on the back of a chair while Sam doctored her drink
with cinnamon and nutmeg. A little brother or sister for Joy, I thought. A baby with Peter’s brown
hair and his dark eyes, his slow, thoughtful manner, and nothing at all of my ex-boyfriend, Bruce
Guberman, who’d celebrated Joy’s birth by taking a two-year vacation to Amsterdam, where, I



can only assume, he devoted himself to the noble goal of smoking his body weight in marijuana.I
grow old, I grow old, I thought as Sam sat down with a chocolate-dipped biscotti in her hand and
a wicked gleam in her eye.“The thing is, Joy’s in trouble,” I blurted.Sam looked surprised.
“What?”“She got a C in English.”Sam’s expression shifted from surprise to bemusement.“Okay, I
know, no big deal, but every time I ask her about it, she ignores me. She talks to me like she’s
being charged by the word, and she looks at me like I smell bad.”“Puberty,” Sam pronounced,
dipping her biscotti into her latte.“Already?” I thought back to Joy’s teacher asking if she had a
boyfriend, and how swiftly I’d dismissed the very notion.“It’s the hormones in the milk,” Sam said.
“60 Minutes did a special. Little eight-year-olds in Texas with tampons in their lunch boxes.”I
shuddered. “Joy hasn’t gotten her period.” At least she hadn’t said anything about it. And if she
had gotten her period, she’d have told me, I thought—even as a twinge of unease worked its way
up my spine and I wondered whether it was true. “And what about her grades?”“I wouldn’t worry
too much,” Sam said. “It’s not like she’s flunking out, and it’s seventh grade, not high school.
She’s probably got a crush or something.”“It’s a phase, right?” I fretted. “I hated my mother. You
hated your mother.”“Still do,” Sam said cheerfully. “Which leads us to this week’s adventures.”
She reached into her crocodile bowling bag and extracted a manila folder. “Okay,” she said,
passing the first page across the table. I looked down at the face of a middle-aged man with
thick glasses and thinning hair. His eyes were a watery blue. His smile was an anxious grimace.
His biography said that he was forty-seven, divorced, a Reform Jew who attended synagogue
on the high holidays, the noncustodial parent of a fifteen-year-old, with a master’s degree in
urban planning and a penchant for sushi and sunsets. His online handle was Mark the
Mensch.“Mark the Mensch?” I tried to keep my tone neutral, but my face must have revealed my
horror. “He looks . . .” I studied his picture, his biography, the parameters he’d set for his ideal
date. “I don’t know. Maybe not a good match for you?”“I am not looking for perfect,” said Sam,
sliding another sheaf of papers across the table. “I’m looking for acceptable.” She sighed.
“Actually I would take a Jew with a pulse at this point.”“The wedding?” I asked.“What
else?”Sam’s brother, who’d been born Alan and now called himself Avram, was marrying
Hannah, born Heather, in August in an Orthodox ceremony in Pittsburgh (“August in Pittsburgh,”
said Sam. “It’s just like April in Paris. Only not”). Upon receiving the news, Samantha—who’d
endured so many disastrous blind dates, first dates, group dates, and speed dates that she’d
finally bought herself a state-of-the-art vibrator and sworn off men forever—had gone running
straight to the Internet, investing five hundred dollars in a Star of David–level membership at
AJew4U.com and spending hours downloading profiles of the as-yet-unchosen Chosen People.
Never mind that, as I’d pointed out, at an Orthodox wedding the men and women wouldn’t even
get to dance together and would most likely spend the service and most of the reception in
separate rooms. “I’m not looking for love,” Sam told me. “I’m not looking for a relationship. I just
need one man, for one night, so my mother won’t hassle me. Is that so hard?”Turns out, it was.
Or at least AJew4U.com had failed to yield any prospects so far. But Sam wasn’t giving up.“What
about this guy?” I said, flipping past Mark to the next prospect.Sam barely spared him a glance.



“Forget it,” she said. “He’s Canadian.”I studied the profile. “He lives in Collingswood, New
Jersey.”“Born in Manitoba,” Sam said, pointing at the bio. “Once a Canadian, always a
Canadian.”“Now, Samantha,” I said. “I went there on my book tour, remember? It’s a lovely
country, and everyone was very friendly. There’s nothing wrong with—”“Fake country,” she
interrupted. “Fake country with fake holidays. Do you really want me to have to celebrate
Thanksgiving three weeks after everybody else?”“I think it’d actually be six weeks
before.”“Canadian Thanksgiving,” she sneered. “They didn’t even have pilgrims and Indians
there. Whatever. Here,” she said, leaning across the table so that one of her pom-poms dangled
dangerously close to my coffee. “Look at him.”I looked. The man in the picture was bald and
beaming, and . . . “Seventy?” I squinted at the small print, certain that I’d read it wrong, then at
Sam, who shrugged.“Seventy’s the new sixty. Sixty’s the new forty-five. There was a story about
it in the Times.”“Gah!”“Oh, don’t be ageist,” she snapped.“He’s old enough to be your father!” I
crumpled up the page, but not before accidentally learning that Grandpa’s screen name was
Sexy Septuagenarian. “Gah!” I said again.“You know what would be weird?” Sam asked. “What if
your father showed up on one of these websites?”“Gah!” I said for the third time—only this time
my horror wasn’t feigned. “Anyhow, he’s married.”“Oh,” said Sam, “and these guys aren’t?”I
shook my head. I’d seen my father only twice in the last fourteen years, and as far as I knew, he
was still living in Los Angeles, still married to the much younger dental hygienist with whom he’d
had two kids (I’d met them all for the first and only time when he brought them to my college
graduation, less out of a desire to see me than because of Princeton’s proximity to Sesame
Place). I try not to think about him. Most of the time I don’t. “That would be weirder than you
dating a seventy-year-old?”“Fuck you, Smug Married,” she said. “Besides, he told me he wasn’t
interested.”“Wait. Wait.” This was too much. “You propositioned a seventy-year-old?”“Walter,”
said Sam.“And Walter turned you down?”She sighed, dropped her head, and nodded. When she
looked up, her eyes were sparkling, not with excitement but with rage. “Do you think we could
figure out a way to short-circuit someone’s pacemaker by remote?”“What’d he say?”“That he
was only dating eights and above, and from my picture, I looked like a seven.”“Oh my God. Are
you kidding? What picture are you using?”“Brooke,” said Sam.I groaned. Sam was beautiful, but
as she’d waded into the waters of online dating, she’d become increasingly and alarmingly
insecure. After her first nibble-free week on AJew4U, she’d found a candid shot of Brooke
Shields exiting a friend’s baby shower on Us magazine’s website. Then, using technologies I had
no idea she’d mastered, she downloaded the picture, Photoshopped in her own eyebrows (“So
it’s not a total lie”), and posted it, without shame or fear of repercussion, underneath her screen
name, SassySam.“Ouch,” I said, and shook my head. “Poor Brooke.”“Poor Brooke nothing,”
Samantha said. “She’s married, remember? Married twice. Goddamn double-dipper.” She glared
at the table. “I hate them worse than Canadians.”“Can I ask you a question?” I waited for her nod,
then said, “What are you going to do when one of these guys meets you and notices that you’re,
um . . .” There was no delicate way to put it. “Not Brooke Shields?”“I’ll tell them it’s an old picture,”
Sam said.“But . . .” Sam’s hair was darker than Brooke’s. Her eyes were brown, not blue. Her face



was a different shape, and Brooke Shields was probably three inches taller, fifteen pounds
thinner, and not even remotely Semitic. Let it go, I thought. “Why don’t you just take Peter to the
wedding?”Sam broke off a chunk of biscotti and bounced her water bottle against her thigh. “I’m
touched that you’d offer, but my mother’s met him, remember?”“Oh, right.” Sam’s mother had
joined us a few years ago for Thanksgiving. She’d swept into our house in a floor-length mink,
frowned at the turkey as if it had insulted her, eaten precisely one spoonful of cranberry relish,
and showered Joy with expensive American Girl dolls and accessories after observing pointedly
to no one in particular that she had to spoil little girls when she could, since it was clear that Sam
wouldn’t be giving her grandchildren of her own. “Well, isn’t there anyone from work you could
take?”“The firm directory’s online,” Sam said. “My mother would look up whoever I brought and
figure out that he was just doing me a favor.”“Your mother would do that? She’d Google your
date?”Sam shrugged. “I come by my obsessive personality honestly.”“How about someone from
a different firm? Don’t you meet people at those Continuing Legal Education things?”She shook
her head. “Married. Gay. Occasionally both.”“Um. You could hire an actor.”“As a last resort,” she
said. “I’ve already made a few calls.”“Really?”“I told them I was casting a low-budget commercial.
Do you know what SAG’s day rate is?”“Do I want to?”“You do not. And it doubles on weekends,
and you have to pay extra for travel, so never mind.” Sam polished off her biscotti. “You’re so
lucky. You have no idea.”Then why does Peter want to change everything? I wondered. And what
was going on with Joy? I didn’t say any of it out loud. “Go with God,” I said instead, and hugged
Samantha goodbye. I retrieved my coat, checked the time, and considered wandering up to
Walnut Street for a little window-shopping. But it was almost eight, and Joy might need help with
her English homework. I pulled my scarf tight around my neck, tugged my hat over my ears, and
started my ten-block walk back home.I’d lived in the neighborhood long enough to bore friends
and acquaintances with my Used-To tour: the Starbucks that used to be a pizza shop where you
could buy twists of garlic bread, three for a dollar; the burrito place that used to be a video store;
the shoe store that used to sell books.Tiny white Christmas lights still twinkled from the door of
the cheesesteak place, and the bright windows of Whole Foods were papered with hopeful red
and pink valentines, but there was no denying that we were between holidays. In the bitter trench
of winter, the weather had turned ugly again. A hard-edged wind blew grit and newspapers and
someone’s discarded weave down South Street, and the bare tree branches shivered in the
dark. I fell in behind a pack of girls in rolled-up black jeans and stilettos, snapping pictures of one
another with their cell phones. Cold seeped up from the sidewalk through the rubber soles of my
boots. How old are these girls, anyhow? I wondered as one of them wiggled her tongue between
her spread fingers while her friend snapped a picture. Did their mothers know they were out?
You’re so lucky, Sam had said. But if our life was so good, why was Peter so eager to shake it all
up? A baby, I mused. A baby would change everything. But maybe change was good. Maybe it
wasn’t that I’d arrived at the safe harbor I’d longed for during my own unhappy childhood. Maybe
it was just inertia—or, worse, fear—that was keeping me in the same place, living in the same
house, taking the same vacations, never hoping for more than what I had.Of course, I’d hoped



for more once, once upon a time, in my fearless twenties, when I’d sold a screenplay and
published a novel and been, very briefly, a strange kind of famous. It hadn’t ended well. I pushed
down the memories, gave my hat another tug, crossed the street with my breath hanging in front
of me in icy white puffs, and hurried back home so fast that anyone watching might have thought
I was being chased.FOUROn Valentine’s Day, the kids at the Philadelphia Academy buy one
another sugar cookies shaped like hearts with pink and red frosting, and little cards attached for
a message. Each cookie costs a dollar, and all the money goes to the school’s building fund.I’ve
been going to the Philadelphia Academy since kindergarten, and every year I know exactly what
I’ll find on my desk on February 14: one cookie apiece from Tamsin and Todd, and a cookie from
Jeremy Albin, whose mother, like mine, makes him buy cookies for every kid in our class.I also
know that every year at some point during early February, my mother and I will have a fight (“a
discussion,” she calls it, but it’s really a fight) about the cookies. I will tell her that I should just buy
them with my own money and give them to my actual friends. She’ll reply that I’ll have the rest of
my life to start excluding people and that seventh grade (or sixth grade, or whatever grade I’m in
at the time) is too early to start.I’ll say that if I give cookies to everyone, they don’t mean
anything. She’ll sigh, which will make her boobs shift in a way I can’t stand to look at, and say,
Yes, they do, they mean “Happy Valentine’s Day from Joy,” and what if there’s a kid who doesn’t
get any cookies at all? How would that kid feel? And how would I feel, knowing that I could have
prevented such a tragedy by spending her money—not even my own money but hers—making
sure that everyone gets a cookie?She kind of has a point. It’s true that there are a few kids in my
class—Jack Corsey, who has such terrible dandruff that when he wears dark sweaters, it looks
like he was out in a snowstorm, and maybe even Tamsin, who can be kind of intense when she
starts talking about speculative fiction—who might not get cookies if it wasn’t for me and Jeremy
Albin.My problem is with the people who don’t deserve extra cookies, like Amber Gross. Amber
Gross, as far as I can remember, has never said a single word to me, even though we’ve been
going to regular school and Hebrew school together since we started both. Amber and I were
even in the same Little People’s Music class when we were two. My mom has pictures, and while
there are photographs that show us actually in the same room, we’re never in the same part of
the room, leading me to believe that Amber was too cool for me even before we could talk.
Amber gets tons of cookies. Believe me, she doesn’t need mine.But when I pointed this out to
my mother the Friday before Valentine’s Day, she got a sour look on her face and unloaded one
of her dozen useless phrases: “Joy,” she said, “life’s too short.”Too short for what? I wanted to
ask, but the bell started ringing loudly enough for us to hear through the rolled-up windows. My
mom slipped a twenty-dollar bill into my hand. “Do it because it’ll make me happy,” she said. She
tried to hug me, but I slid to the edge of my seat. “Have a great day!” I could hear her calling as I
stuffed the money into the pocket of my jeans and walked across the play yard with my head
down while the first bell rang.On February 14, like every school day, I set my alarm for five-forty-
five. In the shower, I exfoliated my legs and elbows with the Orange Sugar Energy Scrub that
Aunt Elle had given me, and shaved my legs and armpits. I washed my hair with Step One of the



Jon Carame Secret Agent Anti-Frizz Protection Program and conditioned with Step Two, then
turned the water to cold and stood there shivering while I counted to thirty, so the cold water
could seal the cuticles.By six-fifteen, I was in my towel, teeth flossed and brushed, the next two
steps of the Anti-Frizz Protection Program already spritzed (Step Three) and smoothed (Step
Four) through my hair. It took me forty-five minutes with a paddle brush and a diffuser to get my
hair looking right. It might have taken me less time if I didn’t have to keep checking to make sure
the door was locked. My mother doesn’t believe I should straighten my hair. My mother believes I
should embrace my natural beauty. This means I am the only girl in the world who has to hide
her straightening iron under her bed like it’s a dirty magazine or a gun.At seven o’clock, my hair
was done. I hung up my wet towel, rinsed my mouth again, and stuck a pantiliner on my
underwear. My period isn’t due for weeks, but I don’t take any chances. When you’ve already got
one major thing wrong with you, you can’t risk having to run to the nurse’s office with a borrowed
sweater flopping around your waist and everyone staring at you, knowing exactly what’s
happened.I wiped off the sink and counter with toilet paper, put my nightgown back on, and slid
back into bed. Five minutes later, my mother knocked on the door.“Rise and shine,” she said. Her
own hair was shoved back from her face in a sloppy half bun, half ponytail, and she was wearing
my dad’s bathrobe, with her glasses sticking out of the V of the chest. “Do you want eggs or
oatmeal?”I haven’t eaten eggs or oatmeal for breakfast all year. What I eat for breakfast is three-
quarters of a cup of high-fiber protein-enriched bran flakes, a half cup of organic skim milk, and
six raw almonds. This does not stop my mother from asking if I want eggs or oatmeal every
morning. “No, thanks. I’ll just have cereal.” I threw back the covers and went to the bathroom like I
hadn’t already been in there for over an hour. I brushed my teeth again, pulled on my jeans and
boots and a pink sweater, tucked my mascara and lip gloss into my pocket, and went downstairs
to the kitchen, where I found my mother holding the red kettle in her hands like it was some kind
of magical object she’d never seen before. I counted out my almonds. She didn’t move. “Mom?” I
finally asked.She set the kettle on the burner and clicked on the flame. “Sorry, honey.” She sat
down at the table across from me and sighed before patting her scrunched-up hair, as if that
would help (it didn’t). “Just thinking.”“About what?”She fussed with her hair some more and
smiled kind of sadly. “Oh, you know. Grown-up stuff.” Which was, I thought, exactly what a
mother would say to her daughter. If her daughter were four.She dropped me off, as usual,
outside of the chain-link fence that separates the empty play yard from the sidewalk. I stopped in
the empty first-floor girls’ room, where I pulled my lip gloss out of my pocket and smoothed some
onto my lips. Then I unzipped my backpack and pulled out my lunch, which was stored in a
zippered, insulated pink bag with my name monogrammed on the front. I transferred the food out
of the horrible pink bag and into a plain plastic bag from the grocery store, which is what every
other kid uses.At last I reached behind my straightened hair, pulled out my hearing aids, and
slipped them into my pocket. It’s not like this is going to fool anyone. Almost every kid in my class
remembers how I started kindergarten with the big, square, horrible behind-the-ear hearing aids.
Up until third grade, my teachers would wear wireless microphones, and I would wear



earphones, like the ones from an iPod, so I could hear them. I’d try to fluff out my crazy, frizzy
nest of hair so nobody could see the hearing aids or the headphones, but everyone knew they
were there. Which wasn’t entirely bad: The one spell of popularity I’d ever had occurred after
Mrs. Mears left her microphone on when she went to the teachers’ lounge and the entire class
huddled around my earphones to listen (the next day, instead of discussing photosynthesis, Mrs.
Mears’s lecture was “Irritable Bowel Syndrome: It Is Not a Joke”).In sixth grade, I graduated to
the kind of hearing aids that sit inside my ears. I’m supposed to wear them every day and sit in
the front row. But last summer Aunt Elle came to the beach for a week’s visit with the tiniest black
bikini I’d ever seen and a canvas tote bag full of Elle and Vogue and In Touch and InStyle. My
mother shook her head as Aunt Elle stacked the glossy magazines next to her chair and started
smearing oil over her shoulders. We don’t have magazines like that in our house. My mother
thinks they’re a bad influence. “Those are manipulated images,” my mom said, frowning at the
beautiful, long-limbed models on the covers, explaining how the pictures are specially lit and
airbrushed and edited. She even downloaded pictures on the computer to show me how the
editors smoothed out wrinkles and slimmed down backs and arms and thighs and, in one case,
even erased a model’s hand and made her arm longer.“For God’s sake, Cannister, it’s a frickin’
magazine,” Elle had said, and she’d slipped me copies when my mother wasn’t looking. After
seven days straight of reading Vogue and watching my aunt, I’d decided that this year, seventh
grade, would be when I would change. I’d ditch my hearing aids and my special seat. I’d
straighten my hair and wear makeup and tuck in my shirts. Then people would see me differently
from the way they always had; they’d see that I wasn’t the geeky girl with only two friends and
crazy hair and a mother who treated her like a baby.So far, it hadn’t worked, but when I walked
into homeroom that morning I had my first glimmer of hope that things might be changing. The
first thing I saw was Tamsin and Todd huddled in the corner, whispering. A second later, I saw
what they were whispering about: twelve frosted sugar hearts heaped on my desk. It was
unbelievable. Not even Amber Gross had more.I checked to make sure I was in the right
classroom. Then I counted to make sure I was looking at the right desk, the third from the front. I
picked up one of the cookies, waiting for someone to say something, to tap me on the shoulder
and say, “Um, sorry, that’s actually mine.”FOUROn Valentine’s Day, the kids at the Philadelphia
Academy buy one another sugar cookies shaped like hearts with pink and red frosting, and little
cards attached for a message. Each cookie costs a dollar, and all the money goes to the
school’s building fund.I’ve been going to the Philadelphia Academy since kindergarten, and
every year I know exactly what I’ll find on my desk on February 14: one cookie apiece from
Tamsin and Todd, and a cookie from Jeremy Albin, whose mother, like mine, makes him buy
cookies for every kid in our class.I also know that every year at some point during early February,
my mother and I will have a fight (“a discussion,” she calls it, but it’s really a fight) about the
cookies. I will tell her that I should just buy them with my own money and give them to my actual
friends. She’ll reply that I’ll have the rest of my life to start excluding people and that seventh
grade (or sixth grade, or whatever grade I’m in at the time) is too early to start.I’ll say that if I give



cookies to everyone, they don’t mean anything. She’ll sigh, which will make her boobs shift in a
way I can’t stand to look at, and say, Yes, they do, they mean “Happy Valentine’s Day from Joy,”
and what if there’s a kid who doesn’t get any cookies at all? How would that kid feel? And how
would I feel, knowing that I could have prevented such a tragedy by spending her money—not
even my own money but hers—making sure that everyone gets a cookie?She kind of has a
point. It’s true that there are a few kids in my class—Jack Corsey, who has such terrible dandruff
that when he wears dark sweaters, it looks like he was out in a snowstorm, and maybe even
Tamsin, who can be kind of intense when she starts talking about speculative fiction—who might
not get cookies if it wasn’t for me and Jeremy Albin.My problem is with the people who don’t
deserve extra cookies, like Amber Gross. Amber Gross, as far as I can remember, has never
said a single word to me, even though we’ve been going to regular school and Hebrew school
together since we started both. Amber and I were even in the same Little People’s Music class
when we were two. My mom has pictures, and while there are photographs that show us actually
in the same room, we’re never in the same part of the room, leading me to believe that Amber
was too cool for me even before we could talk. Amber gets tons of cookies. Believe me, she
doesn’t need mine.But when I pointed this out to my mother the Friday before Valentine’s Day,
she got a sour look on her face and unloaded one of her dozen useless phrases: “Joy,” she said,
“life’s too short.”Too short for what? I wanted to ask, but the bell started ringing loudly enough for
us to hear through the rolled-up windows. My mom slipped a twenty-dollar bill into my hand. “Do
it because it’ll make me happy,” she said. She tried to hug me, but I slid to the edge of my seat.
“Have a great day!” I could hear her calling as I stuffed the money into the pocket of my jeans
and walked across the play yard with my head down while the first bell rang.On February 14, like
every school day, I set my alarm for five-forty-five. In the shower, I exfoliated my legs and elbows
with the Orange Sugar Energy Scrub that Aunt Elle had given me, and shaved my legs and
armpits. I washed my hair with Step One of the Jon Carame Secret Agent Anti-Frizz Protection
Program and conditioned with Step Two, then turned the water to cold and stood there shivering
while I counted to thirty, so the cold water could seal the cuticles.By six-fifteen, I was in my towel,
teeth flossed and brushed, the next two steps of the Anti-Frizz Protection Program already
spritzed (Step Three) and smoothed (Step Four) through my hair. It took me forty-five minutes
with a paddle brush and a diffuser to get my hair looking right. It might have taken me less time if
I didn’t have to keep checking to make sure the door was locked. My mother doesn’t believe I
should straighten my hair. My mother believes I should embrace my natural beauty. This means I
am the only girl in the world who has to hide her straightening iron under her bed like it’s a dirty
magazine or a gun.At seven o’clock, my hair was done. I hung up my wet towel, rinsed my mouth
again, and stuck a pantiliner on my underwear. My period isn’t due for weeks, but I don’t take
any chances. When you’ve already got one major thing wrong with you, you can’t risk having to
run to the nurse’s office with a borrowed sweater flopping around your waist and everyone
staring at you, knowing exactly what’s happened.I wiped off the sink and counter with toilet
paper, put my nightgown back on, and slid back into bed. Five minutes later, my mother knocked



on the door.“Rise and shine,” she said. Her own hair was shoved back from her face in a sloppy
half bun, half ponytail, and she was wearing my dad’s bathrobe, with her glasses sticking out of
the V of the chest. “Do you want eggs or oatmeal?”I haven’t eaten eggs or oatmeal for breakfast
all year. What I eat for breakfast is three-quarters of a cup of high-fiber protein-enriched bran
flakes, a half cup of organic skim milk, and six raw almonds. This does not stop my mother from
asking if I want eggs or oatmeal every morning. “No, thanks. I’ll just have cereal.” I threw back the
covers and went to the bathroom like I hadn’t already been in there for over an hour. I brushed
my teeth again, pulled on my jeans and boots and a pink sweater, tucked my mascara and lip
gloss into my pocket, and went downstairs to the kitchen, where I found my mother holding the
red kettle in her hands like it was some kind of magical object she’d never seen before. I counted
out my almonds. She didn’t move. “Mom?” I finally asked.She set the kettle on the burner and
clicked on the flame. “Sorry, honey.” She sat down at the table across from me and sighed before
patting her scrunched-up hair, as if that would help (it didn’t). “Just thinking.”“About what?”She
fussed with her hair some more and smiled kind of sadly. “Oh, you know. Grown-up stuff.” Which
was, I thought, exactly what a mother would say to her daughter. If her daughter were four.She
dropped me off, as usual, outside of the chain-link fence that separates the empty play yard from
the sidewalk. I stopped in the empty first-floor girls’ room, where I pulled my lip gloss out of my
pocket and smoothed some onto my lips. Then I unzipped my backpack and pulled out my
lunch, which was stored in a zippered, insulated pink bag with my name monogrammed on the
front. I transferred the food out of the horrible pink bag and into a plain plastic bag from the
grocery store, which is what every other kid uses.At last I reached behind my straightened hair,
pulled out my hearing aids, and slipped them into my pocket. It’s not like this is going to fool
anyone. Almost every kid in my class remembers how I started kindergarten with the big, square,
horrible behind-the-ear hearing aids. Up until third grade, my teachers would wear wireless
microphones, and I would wear earphones, like the ones from an iPod, so I could hear them. I’d
try to fluff out my crazy, frizzy nest of hair so nobody could see the hearing aids or the
headphones, but everyone knew they were there. Which wasn’t entirely bad: The one spell of
popularity I’d ever had occurred after Mrs. Mears left her microphone on when she went to the
teachers’ lounge and the entire class huddled around my earphones to listen (the next day,
instead of discussing photosynthesis, Mrs. Mears’s lecture was “Irritable Bowel Syndrome: It Is
Not a Joke”).In sixth grade, I graduated to the kind of hearing aids that sit inside my ears. I’m
supposed to wear them every day and sit in the front row. But last summer Aunt Elle came to the
beach for a week’s visit with the tiniest black bikini I’d ever seen and a canvas tote bag full of Elle
and Vogue and In Touch and InStyle. My mother shook her head as Aunt Elle stacked the glossy
magazines next to her chair and started smearing oil over her shoulders. We don’t have
magazines like that in our house. My mother thinks they’re a bad influence. “Those are
manipulated images,” my mom said, frowning at the beautiful, long-limbed models on the covers,
explaining how the pictures are specially lit and airbrushed and edited. She even downloaded
pictures on the computer to show me how the editors smoothed out wrinkles and slimmed down



backs and arms and thighs and, in one case, even erased a model’s hand and made her arm
longer.“For God’s sake, Cannister, it’s a frickin’ magazine,” Elle had said, and she’d slipped me
copies when my mother wasn’t looking. After seven days straight of reading Vogue and watching
my aunt, I’d decided that this year, seventh grade, would be when I would change. I’d ditch my
hearing aids and my special seat. I’d straighten my hair and wear makeup and tuck in my shirts.
Then people would see me differently from the way they always had; they’d see that I wasn’t the
geeky girl with only two friends and crazy hair and a mother who treated her like a baby.So far, it
hadn’t worked, but when I walked into homeroom that morning I had my first glimmer of hope
that things might be changing. The first thing I saw was Tamsin and Todd huddled in the corner,
whispering. A second later, I saw what they were whispering about: twelve frosted sugar hearts
heaped on my desk. It was unbelievable. Not even Amber Gross had more.I checked to make
sure I was in the right classroom. Then I counted to make sure I was looking at the right desk, the
third from the front. I picked up one of the cookies, waiting for someone to say something, to tap
me on the shoulder and say, “Um, sorry, that’s actually mine.”
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Nina Kindred, “Real and funny is a combination the Jennifer Weiner does well. Jennifer Weiner
has a particular gift for allowing you to think that the story is about to wrap up and then
blindsiding you with a curve ball. I love that. After reading all about the trials and tribulations of
dealing with a preteen and a very unconventional family, I had no idea what the end was going to
be like. Kudos! I love a surprise, regardless of the kind.As virtually any woman will tell you, we
love a story told with humor. By 30, most of us are over the never ending drama of life and we
know that the only way to muddle through all the crap that happens to us in life is to find a way to
smile either because of it, or in spite of it. That's what makes Weiner's style so endearing to me.
After everything I've been through, I need to laugh it off, and I'm happy to see that I'm not alone.I
love her characters, Maxi the movie start, Sam, the bestie, Bruce, the father at large, dad, the
very complicated root of her life, mom, the late in life lesbian, and all the others. It's a great read.
It's a great story. Even though is sounds outrageous, it rings true.Good job Jennifer! Can't wait to
read more of your books.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Heartwarming. I have always enjoyed reading Jennifer Weiner. Her
characters are real and in every tragedy, they persevere and grow. I love that!”

Kharabella, “Certainly Worth Reading. I re-read GOOD IN BED first, to keep all the people and
events fresh in my memory. Now I am not sure that was the best idea. I think that reading
GOOD IN BED only days before left me with certain expectations for CERTAIN GIRLS. There
were a couple of times when I wondered if this novel had been rushed-- I certainly thought the
ending was rushed. Grief is a heavy, complicated thing, and it was run through in a few
chapters. I wanted to know and understand more about how she made it through that time. I
was also annoyed that it took so long to explain that "Aunt Elle" was actually Lucy, or that Nifkin
had passed away. I was certainly looking for both of them from the very beginning. No one who
read GOOD IN BED could NOT look for Nifkin!And while I thoroughly enjoyed CERTAIN GIRLS,
I must admit that it was not what I expected. I was so touched by the romance between Peter
and Cannie that I think that I really thought that the sequel would be more about their
relationship, more about her learning to love herself. But it skipped right to her understanding
motherhood, and to Joy learning to lover herself, and to appreciate her family. I am not 13, and I
don't have a 13 year old daughter, so, admittedly, perhaps I just didn't identify with that story as
much as Cannie's struggle to love and appreciate herself.Reading about the backlash from the
Cannie's first novel was very interesting, and I suppose that I could have read a whole book
about how she dealt with that. Overall, the family and identity store was interesting, and reading
about Cannie's past though Joy's eyes was a nice touch. CERTAIN GIRLS feels both juicy and
heartwarming, and for me was a real page-turner. On the downside, at times, Joy's voice
seemed much too mature for a 13 year old, and if not for the difference in POV, I am not sure I



would have discerned the difference between Joy's voice and Cannie's voice.I still love Mrs.
Weiner's writing and her characters, and I look forward to reading more from her. (Though I will
skip anything written under a pseudonym.)”

Jane c, “What a follow up. All I can say is that this author can tell a story. Sometimes you just
come across a book or in this case two books and wow. I loved it. Both of them. I will remember
these books forever.”

franinbc, “Good summer read. Great follow up to good in bed.”

Sapna K, “Good product. That great book smell.. Was waiting to read this”

fate_is_kind, “Good in bed      .                                                     
                                                                                 
                     ~                    ~                                      
                                                                                 
                                                     In her shoes         In her
shoes                                                                            
                                       Marian Keys, Sophie Kinsella                 
                  ”

The book by Jennifer Weiner has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 694 people have provided feedback.
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